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PREFACE 
Intelligence tests have been used exten ... 
sively by colleges and universities as a basis 
for predicting success or failure in college 
since the world war . Due to this fact it was 
decided to make a survey of what is being done 
in this country with reference to ad.mission to 
colleges and to determine the predictive value 
of i ntelligence tests , high school marks, and 
college marks of students who enter the Univer-
sity of Tennessee . 
In consideration of what has been done , and 
because of the indefiniteness of the work done 
along this line in the past it was decided to 
make a further study of the specific situation 
in the University of Tennessee . The pre-college 
data used in this study consists of intelligence 
quotients, high school marks , and English place-
ment grades . 
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DATA , ITH REFERENCE TO COLLEG~ SUCCESS 
CHAPTER I 
SURVEY OF LITERATURE DEARPJC O~J THIS SUBJECT 
1 . College entrance . 
l 
a . Problems of college entrance . Duri ng the 
later teens prediction of scholastic success in the 
first two years of college is an important problem . 
A large number of American institutions are overcro~ded 
and enroll many students who cannot or do not use 
profitably the educational facilities provided . Many 
colleges find restricting registration a complex mat-
ter ; it is now being regarded largely as one of select-
i ng for admission those students who give promise of 
profiting most by the traini ng which the college offers . 
There are being used and proposed various bases of 
admission . The three following methods, singly or in 
combination, have wide use: (1) certificate of 
graduation from h i gh school , with fifteen acceptable 
units; (2) passing marks on entrance examinations, 
such as those given by the College Entraice Board ; 
and (3) satisfactory scores on psychological examina-
1 
tions . 
l. Brooks , Fowler D~, Ps~choloBl .2!. Adolescence . P • 574 . 
2 
b . The Thorndike college entrance tests . 
The most significant application of intelligence 
teats to university students at present 1e the use 
of the Thorndike tests by the department of admis-
sions of Columbia College . Students wh o make ap-
plication for admission to Columbia and nhose school 
and character records are satisfactory may subs~i-
tute the psychological teets for the usual entrance 
examinations . Thorndike reports a correlation of . 65 
bet~een the work of the entire freshman year and the 
scores on t he men tal test . The test seems to detect 
the poorer students; for nor eleven boys o.t Columbia, 
reported to the dean ' s office for inability to do 
college .,ork in the early weeks of the year , all had 
notably low scores in the intelligence examination . 
Of a score or more so reported as a result of the mid-
term records, all but two had low scores . The defec-
tive college work of these two was by common consent 
not due to intellectual defect . 11 1 
Thorndike quotes the Dean of t he College as follows: 
"In addition to the use or the results of 
the mental teats in admission to college , 
they have 
1 . Pintner, Rudolf , Intelligence Testing. PP• 275- 276 . 
been most helpful in my office as an aid in arriv-
ing at a diagnosis of acaJemic maladies . A boy 
nho has a poor academic record and a low mental 
test grade generally needs very different treat-
ment f'rom the student v;bose record is poor but 
whose mental test mark is high. And in several 
cases the mental test mark la high . And in several 
cases the mental test has afforded the clue which 
has enabled my office in cooperation wtth the 
university physician so to advise the boy that he 
has not only escaped beinr• dropped but has become 
an excellent academic citizen. "l 
~ood , in describine the work at Columbia , says , 
0 In 1919 the office of Admissions of Columbia 
University inaugurated an experiment for the pur-
pose of discovering the value of the Thorndike 
College :::::ntrance Intelligence :xamination for I:igh 
School Graduates as a criterion for admission to 
Columbia College . From an attitude of healthy , 
if not severe skepticism toward the use of intelli-
gence tests for this purpose , the whole colleg~ 
administration came , within the space of two years, 
to cor sider the intelligence tests as an indispen-
sable part, not only of the admission machinery, 
but also of the administratio~ of the college in 
the Dean's Offlce . 11 2 
n• ovd also gives the correlations between the intel-
li gence scores and scholarship records of 111 students 
who remained in college during two years . 11 3 
Freshman Year r . 63 
Sophmore Year r . 62 
Freshman & sophmore Years r . 67 
"That the intelli gence test l.as higher predictive 
value of a man's work in college is shown by the fol-
lowing correlations ~1th the scholarship record for 
two years: t14 
Thorndike Intolligence Test 
Regents ;,xaminat1ons 
Secondary School Marks 
1 . Ibid., pp . 275-276 . 
2 . 'r'b"id., p. 276 . 
3 . ".i'bTcl'. • P • 276. 










c . Intelligence test as one basis of admis-
sion to college . No one would think of using the 
psychological examination as the only criterion for 
admission to college . The school record , content ex-
aminations , and every available means should be used 
to test the qualities that the psychological fails to 
touch. The correlation between the psychological tests 
a.nd college accomplishment may not be so very high, 
unless tbe results of the psychological examination 
are used scientifically.1 
d . A composite baeis of admission desirable . 
A combination of two or more bases of admission is like-
ly to be more effective than any single basis. The 
total evidence is indicative of the fact that high-
school marks and intelligence examinations combined 
give more accurate predictions than either one alone . 
'!11ie is what has been found in predicting high-school 
success . The basis is always better, the more compre-
hensive it is . Proctor has suggested a threefold bas1a 
of admission to college which consists of : (1) a schol-
arship-rating based on all high school marks; (2) the 
intelligence test score on the Thorndike test ; and 
(3) character ratings by high school teachers. Suen 
l. Hauks, Hubert E . , Dean of Columbia College , "In-
telligence Tests as one Basis of Admission to 
College" , in Na'tional Education ssoc1ation , 
P • 439 , (1926) . 
5 
a comprebensive basis would naturally be expected to 
produce bettor results ; but improved techniques in the 
character ratings are eesential before they will con-
tribute much to the other tno , because t·cPhail 1 has 
shown that the character rating given by high- school 
principals correlated but . 17 with freshman- year marks . 
Hore striking still is the correlation of . 14 between 
these ratings and high school marks , fully justifying 
1.lcPbail's comment that "either that the estimates are 
extremely inaccurate measures of the qualities which 
it is desired to measure or that these qualities have 
very little to do \"iith success in high school classes" . 
Probably both factors help to lo~er the correlations . 
Certainly some of the traits , such as popularity , 
cheerfulness. and citizenship , ~ould not be expected 
to be very significant in predicting scholastic at-
tainments in either high school or college . Other 
means may be used V'lhereby the prediction of college 
success may be improved combining two or more bases 
of admission . It seems desirable that a composite 
basis , rather than a single , should be used . The cor-
relations are higher , as shown in Table I . 
l . Brooks , Fowler D., .QE.• ill•, p . 582. 
6 
TABLE I 
Simple a nd i ul tlple ~orrelations S:t,ot1ing the nc latlve 
'"alues of a Composite versus a f ingle Basis of Admiss ion 
to College . 
eported by 
)empst,er at Johns 
opk i is Un ive ·s1ty 
Correlatio~ of Col -
lege marks ••;i t u 
J; . t . •verage ••• 5.::, 
Intelligence . •.• 47 
,Tohnsto~ at Un iv- 11 . ' . ranks .• . •• bO 
ersity of· 1nnesota Intel ligenLe .... 60 
ay at :·racuse 
un1vers1t:,, 
eCrory at St . 
Cloud. r-ann . , 
Teacher ' s College 
Symonds at univer-
sity of Ha· •ai 1 
l. l!ti.l!•, 582. 
Intelll(.ence ...• 60 
• '"' . A~erage ..• 10 
Units -.,f entre,ce . 2· 
H. s . Average ••• 66 
Intell i gence .. • . 46 
i .. -· . average . • • 52 
Intelligence .... 41 
!ultiple worrela -
tion of College 
arks witb 
H. s . t ver~ge and 
Intellifence .. . 61 
l . ... . ra1k<J ad 
Intelligenc=- •.• . 67 
Intelligonc~ , • s , 
a vera e and u~its 
of entrance.... ~64 
H . ... . average and 
Intelligence ... - 68 
H . ' . ave rag~ a 1 
Inte lligen e . ...•• 59 
7 
2 . The value of intelligence tests . The 
greatest value of the intelligence test lies in the 
fact that it furnishes data not duplicated from any 
other source . The intelligence test gives a naw line 
on the student. Better than any other source of in-
formation, it tells us r.1hat quality of work we have a 
ri ght t.o expect . It gives a very favorable starting 
point for the investigation of the cause of failures . 
It enables us to discriminate bet\leen the intelli-
gent student whose failure is avoidable and the stu-
dent whose inferior native ability renders him compara-
tively incapable of obtaining an educatio~ . 1 
The purpose of intelligence tests is not to deprive 
any person of any educational opportunity from which 
he is fitted by ability to derive normal profit , but 
rather to enable us to select the tYPe of curriculum 
from which a g iven individual can profit most , whether 
ha be dull or bright . 2 
The relative dull student may , and perhaps usually 
does, obtain some benefit from a college education . 
But a college may "educate'' a number of such students 
ffithout making any appreciable cvntribution to,ard the 
l . ood , Ben D. , Higher •easurement !!2 Educ"'tion, p . 5 . 
2 • ..!Jl.!s!., p . 6 . 
8 
advancement of higher learning. 
The college , certainly , is justified in permitting 
the exceptionally able student who is lacking in some 
of the acndemic requirements to enter by the test 
route . 
The plan. properly safeguarded , involves no risk 
whatever of lowering academic standards . It puts the 
emphasis on ability where it belonrs . The best pos-
siple bet, as regards scholastic promise. is the 
candidate ~ho can earn an exce)tionally high test 
score in spite of inadequate training. The plan of 
conceding to intellect has the adqitional advantage 
that it tends to attract the best and dis-courages 
1 
the w~akest from entering college . 
It might be interesting to note that , after only 
one year of actual experience wi th the intelligence 
test. the Director of Admissions at Columbia felt 
justified in defending it against the hasty inferences 
which might be drawn against it on the assumption of 
its failure to correlate higher than r 0 . 65 with 
success in college . 
Every indication leads us to think that the men-
tal test is a most useful addition to our machinery 
of admission . 
1 . ..!.!?.!.!!•, p . 8 . 
9 
Professor Jones says: 
"It should be rememberec;l that there are many 
factors other than intelligence which determine a 
student • s standing, and that the psychological ex-
amination (or mental test) is not supposed to meas-
ure them •••• There is no thought of using t.he in-
telligence test ~ithout the student•s complete 
previous record ••• Occasionally a student of espec-
ial promise with a record which 1s doubtful in cer-
tain particulars may be alloned to take the intelli-
gence examination with the requirement that he pass 
with a very high mark . 11 1 
Records for thirty-four men tested at Columbia 
have been followed for three years . Five of the 
seven who had the highest grades in the test have re-
ceived general honors , while four of the seven lowest 
in the teat failed in more than half of the work and 
left school . The seven at the top made more than 125 
credits in three years , the middle seven averaged 92 
credits each in three years , anu of the lowest seven 
tho two who remained in schoQl averaged 56 credits in 
three years . 2 
i, e find fairly uniform increments in both quantity 
and quality of academic work done as we go up the scale 
of 1ntell1gonce scores . In terms of C grade work, the 
men above 105 in intelligence score are within twenty 
hours of graduation at tbe end of the second year , 
while the men below sixty-eight have eighty-three hours 
of the same grade of work to do before graduation . As 
we ascend the intelligence scale we flnd a progressive 
decrease in the percentage of men who get F and D grades . 
1 • Ibid . , p . 19 
2 . Ibid ., p . 23 
10 
It may be interesting to examine three tables 
drawn up by ~r . Harold K. Chadwick , Assistant Direc-
tor of Admissions of Columbia University, on the 
basis of Freshman records at the end of the first 
l 
semester 1n the session of 1919-1920. 
TABLE II 
-,-· -,-~-- - .. ' 
Intelligence' !·l ' F • D' C • B ' A :' Total •Points •Average 
Scores ' • t t I • • points •passed •Scholar-at- •{c ,B, A) 1 ship 
• • • • • t tempted • •Score 
• • I I t • 
' ' • t t I V ' ' 1 • 
70-72 •10 '331 15' 46 
I 31 • ' 125 t 77 ' 61 . 7 • 
86-88 •10 • 9'21' 53 
t 51 • 6 ' 140 • 110 , 88. 5 
194-106 •10 ' t 9• 49. ' 89 
119 ' 166 ' 157 t l25. 0 . t ' I t ' ' • • I ' • ' t 
TABLE III 
Intelligence t Lower • t~edian ' Upper 
Scores t Quartile • 'Quartile 
• 
• • t 
• 
70- 75 • F ' c- • c-
85-90 • c- ' C • B-
105- t c- • B ' B-• • • 
1. 12.!s•, P• 70 . 
11 
TAI!l.E IV 
' • Intelli- T utber • or- cont • • sence averaging • ~veraeins ' t coroo n r be""ter t or better I • 
t • 
' • ' 60- 70 t 50 • 2 4 ' 70-30 ' 50 8 so .... 90 50 • 7 • 14 ' ' 90-100 ' 50 • 15 30 • lC0-117 • 50 •• 25 50 • 
To quote fror ooct: 
"""e~ men selectc at randon rr r!l n:monn those 
Freohnon \ h\l oade intelligence scores betoec . 
a ve~ty and aeventy- t o atte pted a tot l of 125 
hours . or an average of 12. 5 hourD enc . In 
spite or thio vory light academic load , these rncn 
failed in no rly forty pt'!r cent or tho v,ork at-
tempted. and made no grade above a. Ten similar-
ly enlocted mon scorinn bet~een e1st1ty-six and 
oif3hty-oight atteQpted 140 h urs of college uo ... k 
in tho sac.e time; thoy fa.ilea. 1n t :enty- ~- pe~ 
cent ot their l70rk , po.ssed 110 hours , or ~hich 
oi~ were of 11 cradc . . . t.'10 c.vcrose thcec it.en 
man pcsscd leven hours as compnrod oitb 7 . 7 
boura pe.asod by tllo men scoring betuoen sevont.y 
an ceventy-two, Md they did thlo work at~ 
higl'\er erode of quality. Ten oen riith ncoreo 
betcreen 104 nnd 101 attol?I'Otod in tho oame tioe 
lGG points; they roce1vc<f no f' era.dos , onll· f1v.e 
or c(?-t D er dos, and pnssod 157 hours of no i~ • 
ot n·Iich 108 'f'! re of 8 or qu.11ty . n1 
The intelligence test haa been found to be 
not only as good a criterion for admission to 
college as any other single criterion thus far 
12 
uaed , but it is more valuable and leas expensive . 
The nearest rival to the intelligence teat is the 
leaving examination of the State High Schools of 
New York . The strength of this leaving examination 
lies in the fact that it approximates an intelli-
g~nce test, in addition to neasuring actual a~hieve-
ment and industry.1 
a . M1seellaneous group and individual tests . 
It might be truly sai d that there is practically no 
mental test which has not been tried out on collef e 
students , and very few upon ~hich we do not have 
some kind of a report . These reports range from a 
few tests tried out on a few students to many teats 
tried out on a large number of students; from stud-
ies of an incidental nature to studies in which a 
group of students has been intensively tested . All 
of the studies more or less deal with the reliability 
of the tests , but particularly with the problem of 
the significance of psych-0logieal tests for predict-
ing success in college work . We find , therefore , a 
great many correlations between test results and 
academic marks . 2 
l . Ibid., P • 91 . 
2 . Pintner, R., .2E.• ~ •, P • 266 . 
13 
b . The army tests in college . Up to the 
present time the most popular group test for col-
lege students has been the army teat . During and 
immediately after. the iar it was given 1n many of 
our colleges . This work with the army tests in 
colleges and universities has been more or less ex-
perimental in nature . Unpublished accounts of the 
work in a large number of the universities show 
that practical use is being made of the results to 
some extent . Students ··~ith high intelligence rat-
ings and lo~ college grades are said to improve 
frequently \Vhen confronted \Vi th the facts . Deans 
and other adm11istrative officers tal{e the intelli -
gence rating into consideration uhen handling acadeIBi c 
delinquents and cases of probation , dismissal , rein-
statement , petitions to carry extra nork and the liko . 
"The extent to \7hich students of low intelligence are 
consuming administrative time and energy ia shown by 
the report from Ohio State , in which 81 per cent of 
the delinque~ts in a certain college Tiere found to 
be students v,ith intelligence scores equal to those 
received by the lo~est 5 per cent of the whole student 
body . •1 1 
l • .!.2.!£!• , P • 269 . 
14 
3 . The predictive value of classification tests . 
a . The predictive value of the Yale classi fi -
cation tests . The use of intelligence tests and 
similar methods of personnel classification in col-
leges dates from shortly after the close or the war , 
and has become ao extensive that the majority of the 
colleges and universities are using a freshman clasai-
f icat1on test of some form . Class if icatio·n tests 
have been given to the freshmen at Yale each year 
since the fall of 1918. 
There ~re available records covering four years 
or more of academic work for three classes , viz ., 
1 923 , 1924 , and 1925 . The class of 1923 was given 
the Army Alpha test in the fall of 1919. An addition-
al test consisting of eight parts , and of greater 
difficulty. was given to the 1924 class . A further 
r evision resulted in the test given to the class of 
1925 . The existing relationship betueen entrance 
examinations , grades and academic grades is of much 
interest when compared to the relationship exhibi ted 
by the test scores and the same criterion . Two forms 
of entrance admissions exist at Yale . Under the old 
plan students are admi tted upon passing a number of 
examinations totaling fifteen entrance credits , and 
usually involving twelve to fifteen separate papers . 
15 
'These examinations may be taken a few at a 
time and thus spread over sevoral years preceding 
the year of entrance . Under the new plan students 
of high preparatory standing may take four examina-
tions in subjects which they studied during their 
last preparatory year , and be admitted on the basis 
of these grades alone, if their preparatory stand-
ing has been high i n other subjects . The ner; plan 
entrants are probably a higher selection of students, 
at least as meas ured by preparatory echool grades . 
By studying Table VII we see that a greater 
proportion of the students who entered under the 
new plan graduated than those who entered under the 
old plan. '!be figures of Tables V and VI s how 
significant variation at the lower and of distribu-
tion . At Yale a grade of 75 gives a student quality 
credit . It is very evident that students ~hose 
freshman uork averages at quality credit level are 
almost certain to graduate , if they do not resign . 
or are not expelled . After considering the various 
citeria freshman grades are therefore the best sin-
gle index of a student's future success in college 
both as to his numerical grades and as to hie ulti-
mate chances of graduating from cBllege . l 
1 . Anderson&: Spencer , "Predictive Value of the · 
Yale Clase if ication Test11 , 1n School and Society , 
Vol . XXIV, pp . 305~ 12 (Sept . 4 , 1926):° 
16 
TABLE V 
Percentage of Individuals Gafning The Degree at 
Each Range of Old Plan Entrance. 
1923 1924 1925 
No. of lases •••••••• 211 443 518 
Grades 
90-94 100 
85-89 100 100 91 
80-84 100 97 97 
75-79 93 95 89 
70-74 92 86 87 
65-69 87 76 69 
60-64 43 57 66 





Total 90 82 81 
TABLE VI 
Percentage of Individuals Gaining the Degree at 
Each Range of New Plan Entrance.2 
1923 1924 1925 
No. of Cases ••••••• 51 67 128 
Grades 
90-94 100 
85-89 100 1000 100 
80-84 100 100 100 
75-79 100 100 96 
70-74 83 88 87 
65-69 89 100 90 
55-59 90 67 100 





Total 92 93 95 
L. Ibid., P• 310. 
2. 
~- t P• 312. 
17 
TABLE VII 
Percentage of Cases Gaining the Degree at Each 
Range of Average Freshman Grade . l 
1923 i§24 19~5 
T~o . of Cases 328 527 667 
Grades 
93-97 100 100 100 
88-92 100 100 100 
83- 87 100 100 100 
78- 82 100 100 100 
73-77 96 97 99 
68- 72 89 97 98 
63-67 70 91 78 
58-82 40 78 46 
53- 57 44 38 
48- 52 38 31 
These tests , modeled upon the Army Alpha test , 
but revised to fit the requirements of the college 
group sho\'l .correlations with academic \"lork of . 30 
to . 40. Entrance grades are not ehown to be any 
higher with the same criterion . Entrance grades 
and test scores give an intercorrela~ion of . 40 . 
Academic gra1..,es 1n the form of yearly averages show 
correlations from year to year between . 60 and . 85 . 
Comparison of the chances of graduating with 
classification test percentile scores shows a defin-
ite relationship of a more reliable nature than that 
between entrance grades and graduation . The average 
grade at the end of the freshman year uae the best 
1 . Ibid., P• 312 . 
18 
atncle ooasuro found Of the probability or gr duat1on. 
b. c¾ os1{icet~9n ot reahmcn at Bronn Un!verqlty. 
In SoptoG1ber , 1924, 313 f reohmon entor1ng oroon 
Unlvorcity Peychological Exoo1nation, aooro ( rtmoutl ) 
Completion Test , o.nd -the Claaau·1cat1on Toet 1n Engl1Gh. 
Thia 1nvoe~1gatlon showod that in gonoral totlll scoreo 
on the gl1ah toot and ecores on tho Broffl'l Paycholo-
g1cal t ct prodtct gr-a ea 1n Encl1ah I t1ith practically 
tho naoe accuracy. (sec Ta.blo VIII) 
For both the r·nellah test and the Brown toot prog-
nosia ie cons1dcrnbly groats in the lo""' ranges t.ht'l.n 
in the hieh . Those ~ho ecore lon on either teot aoldom 
do rrell in Engllah , but those r1ho score h16h vory of ten 
do a erado or work uh1ch 1s apparontly boloo their 
ability. 
TABLE VIII 
Correlation or tho Scores ~ode on v r1ous Prelimin-









Composition Bro-.m University and 
Englioh Tact-- Totc.1 •••••••••••••••• 
Brom, university a.nd Englioh Teot Total 
Cn811oh TOO' Part Ila••··············· 
Brom Psychological Tent•••a••••·•••·• 
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4 . Predicting su~cess 1n college . 
a . 'lbe Thorndike intelligence teats and 
academic grades . Dr . David Grauar and Dr . ·, . T. 
Root , Universi ty of Pittsburg, made a studyl to 
discover: first , the relation between the perfor .. 
mance on the Thorndike intelligence examination 
and the academic grades over an entire college 
course of four years ; and , secondly, to attempt . 
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by means of analyses and case studies , to find the 
condition of correlation and non-correlation, and 
to relate the scholarship and test record of these 
students to their intelligence from other points of 
view. 
The group chosen for this purpose was the class of 
1925 . One of the reasons for this choice was that in 
1 922 Dr . Root in a study of 569 freshmen ~ho took the 
Thorndike examination in 1921, correlated their 
Thorndike ranking with their academic standing for the 
first semester . Dr . Root obtained for the first semes-
ter a correlation of . 51 . Th i s study was made in order 
to follocr up Dr . Root•s investigation . 
Only 153 of the 569 stuciente who took the Thorndi ke 
examination were graduated from the University of 
Pittsburg in June , 1925 . 'Ole work of the last t~o years 
was scattered over such a ~1de range of subjects that in 
1 . Grauer and Root , "Thorndike Intelligence Tests and 
Academic Grades" , in Journal of APPlie: Psychology~ 
Vol. xr. P..P• 298~310,~l9P.7) . -
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over half of the courses the tabulation revealed not 
more than three or four students to a subject . On 
account of such difficul ties , it was determi ned to 
take the grades of the first two years as a sufficient 
index of a student's academic standing and , ~here any 
appreciable change in the grade of academic work dur-
ing the last two years was notei , to make an analysis 
of actual letter grades given. His report is given 
·below: 
The Correlation Between the Thorndike Examination 
Score and the Academic Grades for Two iears . 
Coefficient of correlation •••.•••••••••• 
Probeble error ....... .......... .. . ..... . . 
r edie.n of Thorndike scores • •••••••••• ••• 
Range of Thorndike scores ..••••••••••••• 
0 . 39 
0 . 046 
73 
21-98 
Tabulation 8 groups the students according to 
Thorndike•s classification , of Hhich Thorndike makes 
the following statements : 
11 A boy scoring over 95 is worth admitting in 
almost entire disregard of technical deficiencies . 
boy scoring 85 to 96 has intellect enough to do 
collegiate and professional work uith distinction . 
A boy ecorinr 70 tu 85 has intellect enollgh to do the 
nork to obtai:1 a college degree . 
A boy scoring 60 to 70 may be admitted, if he is 
sufficiently 1n earnest and other~ise desirable . 
A boy scoring 50 tc 60 should be admitted only if 
he is of extraordinary zeal or has suffered very 
great educational handicaps . 
A boy scoring under· !JO should not be aur.ii tted . nl 
l . ~ -• p . 298 . 
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In the words of Grauer and Root , 
"The academic grade rank- orders are grouped so 
as to agree with the Thorndike classification. Groupe 
A, B, c , D, E, and F compose the Thorndike classifica-
tions; groups A• , B', c•, D' , E', and F' are the acade-
mic grade classes. Thus in the A or A' group there are 
2 . 6 per cent of all students . In the B or B' group 
there are 17 uer cent of the students . In the C or c• 
group there are 41 per cent of all the students . In 
the Dor D' group there arc 28 per cent of the students . 
In the E or E' group are 7 per cent of the students . In 
the F' or r• group are 3 per cent of the students . The 
resemblance of this distribution to the normal dietribu-
tio, of grades (~- 3 . 5 per cent , B-24 per cent , c - 45 per 
cent , D-24 per cent , F-3. 5 per cent) is noticeable . 
TABLE IX 
Grade r'anks 
Thorndike scores --------------• Total A• a• c • o·• Et F • 
A (over 95) •••• • t 0 0 3 l 0 0 4 
B (85- 95) ••••••• • 2 11 9 4 0 0 26 
C (70- 85) •..•• • • f 2 9 34 14 2 2 t 63 
D ( 60 ... 70) • •••••• 0 4 14 19 5 2 ' 44 E (50- 60) ••••••• 0 2 2 4 3 0 11 
F (below 50) ..... 0 0 l 2 l l t 5 
Total ~umber of cas&s ••••·••••·•••••• • •••••••• ' 153 • t 
"Regarding the students as atypical with respect to 
the correlatio~ who are more than one atep {above or be-
low) removed from the precise class in which they would 
have been placed had there been perfect correlation , we 
have : 
11 In group ie. (students scoring over 95 in the Thurn-
dike tests) 100 p~r cent are atypical ~ three being the 
c• group and one in the o•group . 
11 In group B (students scoring bet,,een 85 and 95) 15 
per cent are atypical . 
"In group C (students scoring between 70 and 85) a 
chance distribution is approximated . 
"In group D (students scoring between 60 and 70) 13 
per cent are atypical . 
11 In group E (students scoring between 50 and 60) 36 
per cent are atypical . 
"Ia group F (student.a scoring belon 50) 60 per cent 
are atypical . 
","le must remember , however , that differences in the 
the character of scholastic work between students 
separated only by one step are sufficiently high 
for purposes of classification into Superior, Very 
Superior , Average , Inferior,, and Very Inferior . 
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uFrom the above data the following obeervat. ions 
are suggested: 
I . As a basis for predicting scholarship, groups 
C, D, and B, respoctively, are most likely 
to agree with actual grades given. 
II . Groups F, F , and A are the least valid for the 
prognosis of scholarship if tht Thorndike 
classification is to be followed . 
III. f rom the data obtained bere , it would seem safe 
to predict that a student scoring over 95 in 
the Thorndike tests is unlikely to attain more 
than average academic standing. "l · 
The followi ng is the analysis by Grauer and Root 
of Thorndike Scores of fifty tailing students: 
"An analysis was made of fifty students who tailed 
in their studies the first t~o years . Of these , twelve , 
or 24 per cent , scored belo~ 50 in the Thorndike test . 
Eleven , or 22 per cent , made between 50 and 60. Six , 
or 12 per cent , made SO or 70. Eighteen, or 36 per 
cent , made betneen 70 and 85 . Three , or 6 per cent , 
made between 85 and 95 . '!'tone made over 95 . 
"Regarding the distribution of Thorndike grades 
over the 569 freshmen as the normal one , we have the 
following: 
11 . 0 per cent score under 50 
17 . 0 per cent score between 50 and 60 
25 . 0 per cent score between 60 and 70 
3S. O per cent score between 70 and 85 
9 . 5 per cent - score between 85 and 95 
1. 5 per cent score over 95 
.. Subtracting to find how much bettar than chance 
the Thorndike tests are ~hen applied to a special 
group , ffe have: 
"In group F {beloVJ 50) there are 1~ per cent more 
than chance ~ould have picked (a correlation of approxi-
mately 0 . 50) . 
"In group E there are 5 per cent more than chance . 
"In group B chance would have picked 3 . 6 por cent 
more than the Thorndike test . 
"In group C the teat gives just about the same re-
sult that chance would have given. 
"From this study the only conclusion that can be 
1 • .!.!?.lg. , pp . 299- 300 . 
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drawn is the tendency for students scoring belou 50 
to drop out , although tbere are too many oxcept1ons 
to warrant excluding all students on this basis . If , 
however , a student crith a score of below 50 has fail-
ed to make passing grades the f1rst semester , the 
probability is very great that he is incapable of do-
ing college work . 111 
According to Grauer and Root , lack of interest in 
studies is the most popular explanation for the low 
scholarship of the superior intelligence group . And 
the lack of interest is incapable of being measured 
objectively, and is often given for feeble-minded 
children as the reason for their backwardness in school . 2 
Their conclusions are : 
11 1 . There is a very moderate degree of correlation 
(0 . 39) between the Thorndike Examination score and the 
average academic grade for the first two years . 
11 2 . 'nle indications are that the above situation 
holds true for the average academic grade of the entire 
four years of tha university course . 
11 3 . The correlation between the Thorndike score and 
the average academic grade is too low to justify the 
exclusion of students from college on the basis of the 
Thorndike rati 1g alone . 
11 4 . A high Thorndike score does not necessarily , 
nor even usually, imply high scholarship , great social 
1~telligence , or pro~ounced intellectual interests ; nor 
does an average or low Thorndilte score imply average or 
lo~ scholarship , intellect , or social intelligence . 
"5 . Other intellectual elements, exclusive of those 
measured by the Thorndike tests, are operating in at least 
many instances of superior scholarship . The number of 
individuals studied intensively is too small to justify 
generalizations as to the nature of the factors involved, 
or as to whether they apply in all cases . Lxtended pow-
ers of analysis , classificat.ion, ond interpretation , are 
probably among the mental processes included in these in-
tellectual elements . 
11 6 . The Thorndike tests , although they do not have 
high predictive value, are very useful in the study of 
individual cases since they isolate and measure an as-
1 . Ibid . , pp . 301-302 . 
2 . Ibid . , P • 310 . 
pect of intelligence of considerable importance 
for scholarship . 
"7 . In order to obtain an adequate intellectual 
estimate of a et.udent , it is neceosary to supple-
ment t he Thorndike score with 1ndividu~l tests , 
questionnaires,, and follow-up studies . 111 
b . Intelligence teet results and college 
success . In a great many colleges intelligence tests 
have been given to the students upon entering and the 
results have been compared with students• academic 
records . On the whole . they rank third among the 
thrae bases of admission , the average correlation 
being . 44 (range . 10 to . 67) . All tests are not of 
equal value. Some of them. like the Thorndike Teet 
for High-School Graduates , have greater predictive 
value than others . Thia 1s really to be expected . 
Other things being equal , a three- hour test is n-ore 
reliable then a thirty-minute one , and , ia addition 
to statistical consi derations of reliability, there 
is reason to believe that a two- or three-hour test 
is better for college students than a half - hour test . 
The ability to ~ork at high pressure for three hours 
should be more symptomatic of college success than 
the ability to work intensively for thirty minutes . 
Accordingly , the first should be a more valid test 
or the abilities that make for academic success in-college . 2 
l • .!l?.!,g_., p . 317 . 
2 . Brooks, Fonler D., Psychology .2!, Adolescence , P • 578 . 
The following table shows contrast in college 
performance between students in the lowest and 
highest one-fourth of the high school class and 
of the psychological test respectively. 
College standing •••••••••••• • F D C B 
H1 gh Sc·hool Record 
Lowest fourth • . • •.•••••••••• 92 83 4 





L0\'78St fourth .. •. .....•.. • •. '"/9 141 34 • • • • 
Highest fourth •• • • ~ ••••••••• 17 90 140 68 l 
Of the lowest fourth in high school , 2 . 23 per cent 
secured the C averaese; of the highest fourth almost 
75 por cent did so . u 
The relative rank of a student in his class in high 
school is a highly significant indication of his apti-
tude for college work . Using the combination of high 
scl1ool standing and score made of the psychological 
test in predicting that 208 students out of 1088 at 
the University of Minnesota would fall belov, the aver-
age of c . Of these 208 there were three who secured 
C standing. The prediction was made before any class 
work had been done . 
A study of the 1921 class at the University ~f 
?ti innesota shows that not one v;hoee rating was below 
the "threshold11 either graduated or made four years 
progress in four years . 
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c . Predicting success or failure in col-
lege for the hie,h-school senior . The seniors who 
go to college are only to a slight degree selected 
from the higher levels of scholarship . Sometimes , 
more from the lower levels than from the higher 
levels go . 
I• ewer than one-half of those who enter ever 
graduate from any college of the university . Possi-
bly thirty or fortv percent of the students who enter 
college are lacking in the ability to do the kind of 
thing they try to do . A large number of students in 
the upper levels of high scl!ool scholarship who proba-
bly would make good scores i n college are staying a-
way , and a large number of students who have already 
shown a lack of aptitude for a career of study are 
coming to college and failing. 
"riany elements may enter into the basis of predic-
tion , " such as: (l) the record of high school scholar-
ship , (2) the results of psychological tests , (3) the 
interests of students , (4) their activities and ex-
perience during the high school perioc , (5) the advanc-
ed studies talcen in high school , and ( 6) estimates by 
principal and teachers . 
By this method more than one- half of those who 
are unable to do college work are identified in ad-
2? 
vance . · Predicting distinguished scholarship is 
much more difficult than predicting poor scholarship . 
~.hat could be accomplished? Through the coopera-
tion of the high schools and colleges a plan fort.he 
selection of college students could be worked out 
that would be to the advantage of students and society. 
Several hundred students each year in the colleges 
could be relieved of the disappointment, the ~aste of 
time and rnonoy , and the discouragement that they now 
suffer through no fault of their own . The students 
could be helped to find and prepare for an occapa-
tion that ~ould bring them happiness . 
Students of greater capacity would fill the places 
of those who are lower in mentality and the univer-
sities and colleges Tiould operate on a higher plane . 
We could get a better product from the university and 
thereby make tLe world a better place in which to live . 
Those who uould be a4vised to stay a~ay from 
college would derive the greatest benefit by a true 
and just method of selection . Those who are loss 
apt are now suffering shipwreck, while the more 
capa~le ones are fairly able to take care of themselves . 1 
l . Johnston, J . B., "Predicting Success or Failure 
for the High School Senior" , in The Educational 
Reeord, Vol . IX , PP • 17-25 , (Jan:-i'928) . 
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d . Predictin~ auccesa or failure in college 
at the time of entrance . An investigation \·Jas made 
in the University of innesota to determine whether 
the combinations of several kinds of information 
would make lt possible to predict what individuals 
would fail to carry college work successfully, and 
what students would carry their work with distinction . 
The measures used in the study were high school schol-
arship , psychological tests, the proportion of advanc-
ed studies taken 1n high school , and the marks made on 
the first three themes v,ri tten in freshman English in 
college . The fact that a student selects advanced or 
elementary subjects during his high school course has 
a certain predictive value, but this has not proved as 
important in later studies as in the first . In using 
the high school standing the only dependable guide is 
tLe relative standing of the student 1n his class. 
The correlation of high school record with fresh-
man scholarship was . 63 . It has been seen that high 
school marks furnish a fairly good , but by no means 
absolutely satisfactory, basis for predicting college 
success . The correlation of intelligence tests with 
freshman marke was . 50 . for this group the intelli-
gence tests proved less reliable for prediction than 
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the high school scores . The correlation obtained 
by combining the high school scores and intelligence 
tests is obviously higher than either of the pre-
ceeding correlations and therefore is superior in 
predicting success . Scholarship prediction is much 
less accurate for students above the ability thres-
hold than for those below it . This may be due to the 
lack of interest and effort i n class work on the part 
of some intellectually capable student . High school 
ratings and intelligence rating supplement each other 
so that an error in prediction based upon one is cor-
rected by the other . l 
e . Intelligence versus examination as a means 
of predicting success in college . This investigation 
undertaken by Arlitt and Hall was begun in 1919 and 
lasted until June . 1923. The pu~pose of the study 
was , (1) to determine the relative value of the re-
cord in intelligence tests and the record in entrance 
examinations as a means of predicting success in col-
lege which admits only through the regular channels of 
entrance examinations ; (2) the extent to uhich the re-
cord in intelligence tests could be used to exclude 
students uho passed the entrance ~xamlnations , but 
1 . Johnston , J . B., «predicting Success or Failure in 
College at the Time of Entrance•• • in School and 
SocietI• Vol . XIX , PP• 772-776 , {1924) . -
wore not able to do adequate aorlc in colleco; f'.nd. 
(3) the rela tvo merlt of two intellieoncc ~cats 
nnd entrance oxar.:inat1on grades as a rnoann of oo-
lcct1ng the students who 111 do the least adequate 
oork in collego . 
The 305 subjects, aero studcnto uho enterod Bryn 
"awr in 1919• 1920, and 1921. The teot rooulta for 
cacb claao nero tree. ted oeparately by ·· r-11 tt, and Hall . 
s a ootter of co~venience the clasoen ~ore callo 
Group I . Group !I, and Group II in the or er of tho 
date or entrance 1nto Bryn • awr . coulto of the toGto 
of Oroup ! in ter~s or intelligenco quotient r.orc cor-
rolatod t,1 th tho gro.daa received 1n ont.rsnec examina-
tions and ni.th scorco at the end of the first yoar . 
aocood year, nnd t.ird ycnrc in collcao and at the 
middle t>f t.~c sonir;,r year. coroo at tho end or the 
frcshmnn o.nd ooplo~oro yeare arc in•tor a of the 
nvorage of all pcrcontago grades received hy the otu-
dent during the yoor . raN<s dur1nn tho scoo~d and 
third yearn 1n collcec arc in terms of honor poin~c . 
'arko receivod 1n entrance examinations tere alao 
correlated olth marks at the end or the first _. second, 
and tb1rd y .ars and nt the c1Jdle of tl e oon1or year . 
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The results or Arlltt and Hall's investigation 
aro presented in Table X below. 1 
Tablo X 
No . of students r • P. E. 
98 Entrance Grades and Uarks end of • 539 . 048 
l•'reshman year . 
83 Entrance Grades and Marks end or 
Sophomore year . . 548 . 052 
74 Entrance Grades and .Marks end of 
Junior year . . 541 . 055 
74 Entrance Gradeo and Marks middle 
of Senior year . . 542 . 056 
98 IQ's and Entrance Grades . 245 . 064 
98 !Q's and marks end of freshman year . 298 . 062 
83 I Q's and marks end of sophomore year . 097 . 073 
74 IQ's and marks end of Junior year . 102 . 078 
73 IQ's and marks middle of senior year .. 100 . 078 
The results obtained from correlating the two 1ntol-
11gence tests used with Group II with scores received 
in academic work, and entrance examination grades with 
college scores are represented in Table XI below. 2 
Table XI 
No . of students 
103 Entrance grades and marks end of 1st . year 
88 Entrance grados and marks end of 2nd . year 
103 Entrance grades nnd IQ 
103 IQ and freshman marko 
88 IQ and sophomore marks 
103 IQ and Thurstone acores 
103 Thurstone scores and freshman marks 



















l . Arlitt and Hall , "Intelligence Tests Versus Entrance 
Examinations as a Ueans of Predicting success in Col-
lege" , in Journal .2!:, Applied Psychology,. Vol . VII 
p • 331 , ( 1 923) • 
2 . Ibid ., p . 332. 
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The results from Group III are presented in Table 
XII . 1 
Table XII 
r . r- . E. 
Po . of students 
104 : ntrance grades and marks end of first year . 638 . 039 
104 Thurstone scores and marks end of first year . 347 . 058 
104 Thurstone scores and entrance grades . 298 . 060 
The above tables indicate that success i~ the fresh-
man year in cvllege can be predicted with greater accur-
acy fror,: the entrance examination t.ban from the intelli-
gence tests . 
Arli tt and i-,all also undertook to determine \7hether 
the records in intelligence tests might have been used 
to exclude students who , although able to pass t°hc en-
trance examination , made unusually poor records in col-
lege . Groups I and II show that a lot': grade of entr ance 
examinations 1s more indicative that the student \:ill do 
less than average v:orl{ in college tllan is a low score in 
intelligence tests as is s~own by the fact that a larger 
per cent of the students ranking belo~ the 25th . per-
centile in entrance grade rank below the 25th percentile 
and median in college . According to group III the in-
telligence tests and entr ance grade select the poor stu-
dents almost equally well . The Thurstone teat sho~.·s it.-
s e lf to be slightly superior to the entrance grade . 
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Eighty per cent of the students ranking below the 
25th percentile in Thuretone score rank below median 
in college marks as against 76 perce1t in the case 
of those ranking below the 25th percentile in en-
trance grades . 
Even though the Thurstone test is a better meas-
ure on which to base predicti on of success in col-
lege than ls the IQ, and although entrance grades 
are a better measure on which to base prediction of 
success in college than is the score in either of the 
intelligence tests , the IQ selects the students ~bo 
,1111 do the poorest work 1n college better than does 
either the Thurstone test or the entrance examinations . 
These tests shov, (1) that neither the Thurs tone 
t st score nor the IQ correlated as highly with 
marks received in college as did the grades received 
in entrance examination ; (2) that t he lr1tellieence 
tests could not with fairness be used to exclude 
.... . . . .. 
students who had passed the entrance examinations; 
(3) that the students whose york was the poorest 
were selected better by the I Q•s than by ei ther the 
entrance examination grades or by the scores of the 
Thurstone test . 
# .. ~· • • • • • 
The fact that the scores in intelligence tests 
and college marks do not show closer agreement may 
. . . . . . .. . . . 
be explained by the _fact , that the students dealt 
with are a highly selective group from ~hich the 
less able ones have been for the most part elimin-
ated by failure to pass the entrance examination . 
Also all but seven of the 201 students given the 
Stanford Binet have I Q's above 100. Again , very 
intelligent students have often not been trained 
to work to the limit of their capacity 1n the low-
er schools . These students enter college with in-
adequate preparation as shown by low grades in en-
trance examination and such students have the habit 
of working only enough to "get through" • If this 
habit continues throughout the tour years in col-
lege it may cause a very intelligent student to 
receive poor marks . some of the most intelligent 
students , moreover, are not interested primarily 
in college ~1ork • and , unless pride in academic 
success is suffici ent to make these students put 
forth a great effort to obtain excellent grades , 
most of their energy may find its outlet in extra-
curricular activities . 
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f . l- i h-school r.,arks and college success . 
The number of credits offered for college entrance 
does not seem to have much value for forecasting 
academic success in college . A minimum of fifteen 
uni ts usually is required for admission anyvm.y , and· 
the fe~ excess credits offered are not at all sympto-
matic of honor points in collepe , the correlati on 
being but . 2L, accordint', to one investigation . High-
school marks have greater value . hile t heir pre-
dictive value varies very much from one college to 
another (the correlations ranging from . L6 to . 77) , 
and from one year to another in the same institution , 
yet they are at present the best single basls of ad-
mission to colleges of arts and sciences which has 
thus far been extensively investigated . It is ex-
pected that high- school scholarship 1s symptomatic 
of scholarnhip in college . Indeed one 1ould natural-
ly expect the two to bear a reasonably close relati on-
ship . 1 
g . Predicting acaJ ernic success . "That general 
intelligence is the most important sinele factor there 
is no doubt . " The bri ghter the student the less he 
1 . Brooks , Fowler D., Psych~lozy .2£ Adolescence . p . 575 . 
studies . Thus some bright student \'?ill n,ake lo\7 
grades and some dull ones nill make high grades 
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by sheer application . If application to work were 
proportional to ability then all correlations betneon 
college grades and intelligence scores would be much 
higher. 
The most reliable means of predicting academic 
success is a combination of intelligence and degree 
of application • .le do not know the application in 
advance to the student's admission to college , there-
fore , it can only be used to a limited extent for 
the purpose of prediction . l 
h . Prediction of scholastic success in col-
lege . We have quite a fe~ students who make high 
intelligence scores , but low scholarship scores . 
The "reasons" for such b-ehavior are to be looked 
for in terms of such things as poor application , 
inefficient etudy habits , lat~ hours, inadequate 
study, and environment . 
Application may be measured by having the stu-
dent keep a check list of ho~ his time is spent for 
1 . May, A. M., "Predicting Academic Success" , in 
Journal .2!,. Educational Psychology. Vol . XIV , 
PP • 439-440 , (1923) . 
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a period of two weeks , and again later for a two 
weeks period , giving an accurate account for every 
hour in the day . l 
1. Predicting college success from entrance 
examinations . The value of entrance examinations as 
evidence or success in c~llege ranl~e next to that of 
high- school marks , the correlations averaging . 47 
(range . 22 to . 64) in colleges of arts and sciences . 
Special examinations given at entrance in specialized 
schools, such as those of engineering, seem to be a 
better basis of admission than high-school marks . 
In one case the correlation between the high-school 
marks and marks in the college of engineering ~as . 29; 
between the marks in the college of engineering and 
special entrance examination , . 55 . At Carnegie Insti-
tuta of Technology the Iowa Content Examination corre-
lated approximately . 50 with first-year college marks . 
whereas high- school marks usually have given correla-
t ions approximately . 30. The objective examinations · 
have slightly greater value than the old-type entrance 
examinations , as we would expect on account of their 
1 . To ops , H. A. , "Prediction of Scholastic success in 
Collef$eu ~ in School !!19, Society. Vol . XXV , PP• 265-
268, {Feb . 26• 1927) . 
3 8 
greater objectivity and reliability , and probably 
l greater comprehensiveness . 
j . The scholastic records of students fail-
ins a general intelligence test . The general in-
telligence test has beon used very widely aa a means 
of predicting success in college . some have held 
that a single test can make a better prediction than 
can be made from the high- school grades . In getting 
correlations between college grades and the high-
school grades the results have been about the same 
as the correlations between college marks and gener-
al intelligence scores . The general intelligence 
test showed no superiority over the high school re-
cords reported by Ohio State University. 
Lately there has been an attempt to keep high 
school graduates from entering college because of 
the greatly increasing number of people going to 
college for higher education and because of the 
educational philosophy which advocates an aristocracy. 
Colleges have tried to sele~t their candidates . The 
general intelligence test has been used as one of 
the selecting instruments . The Ohio General Assembly , 
in 1923 . passed a law requiring students entering a 
l . Brooks , Fowler o., .21?.· ill·• pp . 575-578. 
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teacher-training institution to take an English test 
and a general ability test approved by the state 
director of education . 
Out of 881 students entering Ohio state University 
in 1926. 32 or 3 . 6 per cent failed the intelligence 
test . Of this 32 three withdren, and six passed in 
every subject for the whole year . In June five were 
dropped for poor scholarship . According to this about 
13 per cent of these students ~ere dropped in June for 
poor scnolarship. Twelve returned for their second 
year . One of these students took two tests and failed 
them both , yet she made an average better than C dur-
ing her freshman year . The University kept similar 
records for the years 1927 , 1928, and 1929. 
No student failing the Ohio University teat has 
ever made an average of A during his first year at 
Ohio University . A few , however, have made an average 
of B. 
Dilley says : 
"(l) A general intelligence test is fairly 
accurate in fail i ng a group or students who 
will not be found in the higher scholarship 
ranks i n college . 
"(2) 'llle teat i s not accurate when used as 
a means of exclusion , because many i n the 
lowest ranks in intelligence scores do make 
satisfactory scholastic recorde in college" . l 
l . Dilley, F . B., "Scholastic Records of student •e 
Failing a General Intelligence Test" , 1n School 
and Society, Vol . XXXVIII , PP • 311-314 , {Feb . 28, 
ffil) . 
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Summary of The Scholastic Records of Entering 
Students who Failed the Ohio State University En-
trance Tests in 1926 , 1927 , 1928 and 1929 . 1 
General Statement 
No . taking the test . 




1 . ithdrew during first semester 3 
2 . Completing one semester only 4 
(a) Receiving "A" "C 0 average l 
(b) Placed on probation at 
end of first semester l 
(c) JTot placed on probation 
"between C" average and 
probation . 2 
3 . Completing the year 25 
(a) Receiving 11C11 average 8 
(b) Placed on probation first 
or second semester 8 
(l) Placed on probation 
at end of first sem-
ester 7 
a . Dropped in June 5 
b . Jot dropped in June2 
(2) Placed on probation 
at end of second sem-
ester 1 
(c) l"ot placed on probation 
not including "C" average 
students 9 
( 1) Including 11 c11 aver-




















































k . Intelligence of 1002 students of a foreign 
lanpuage . That something must be wrong with the diagnosis 
of failures is evident from the study of intelligence made 
1 . Ibid., P• 314 . 
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of 1002 students . distributed through eight sem-
esters of Spanish in 18 junior and senior high 
schools of San Diego and Los Angeles . From this 
study it is evident that the personnel of the 
Spanish classes is distinctly select . For the 
girls , the mean shows a deviation of nearly eight 
points from the normal ; the median , one of approxi-
mately seven points . Among the b~ys the selecti on 
was shoTTn to be even more conspicious . 
\ hen as many as 19 per cent of foreign language 
fai l i n the high schools , and when the general i n-
telligence of these students and even of the failing 
groups is above that of pupi l s in general , the suspicion 
comes strong that the high rate of failures may be due 
to faulty teaching and organization of the courses , 
rather than to deficiencies in the students . 1 
1 . How prediction of college success can be 
improved . Certain possible means of improving the 
prediction of academic success in coll ege promises 
valuable results ; they are also applicable to pre-
dicting high- school scholarship . ..o,kers in educational 
1 . 
l. 
'"~ulfers , ,' ., 0 Intelligence of 1002 students of 
fore~~~ L_!ipguage•~, in Schoo}- and Society , 
\lvl. --, P.P• ,Y:37-_..J_;,, ov":7.928) ~ 
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measurements are a~are of the fact that one very 
promising method of increasing the accuracy of 
prediction is to use measures having greater re-
liability . (Both high-school and college marks 
c an be improved in this respect through greater 
objectivity and comprehensiveness of the data upon 
which they are based) . They will then be more 
significant . Similarily, entrance examinations 
and i ntelligence tests can be improved. 
Colleges probably can improve the predictive 
value of high-school marks by carefully studying 
the records of students so as to determine the 
actual value of the marks from each school for pre-
dicting college scholarship . If the marks from 
any one school are too high, the college can ascer-
tain that fact. and can also determine the extent 
of adjustment . 
Hawks studied the value of high-school marks 
for predicting first-term freshman scholarship at 
Gettysburg College • Johns Hopkins University t and 
Vanderbilt University. She found that a plan for 
adjusting marks whi ch she worked out for one class 
at Johns Hopkins was valuable in raising the corre-
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lationa for t·.yo other entering classes at Johns 
Hopkins and for an entering class at each of the 
other institutions , the correlations for the two 
other entering classes at Johns Hopkins being 
raised from . 64 to . 77 and from .62 to . 72 . If 
students had been admitted upon the basis of 
11 adjusted" high-school marks , no successful college 
student would have been refused admission ; but 38 
per cent , 18 per cent , and 30 per cent , respective-
ly , of the first -term failures nould have been 
excluded . 
This investigation gives us a basis for further 
conclusion . If carefully followed up , college ad-
mission or research bureaus may possibly be able 
to select better college material for admission . 
Additional research in this and similar lines 
is needed to eliminate the ~aste of unsuccessful 
col lege students ' time and of college resources . 
In such a program , the closer articulation of 
high-school and college , and the improvement of 
many aspects of the \10rk of both is a vital problem . 
If any part of the criticism be true ~hich is direct-
ed against the secondary school by college faculties , 
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and against the college by thoughtful school sup-
erintendents and men in secondary schools . Then 
one may conclude that there is room for improve-
ment in both the secondary schools and colleges . 1 
5 . f 1scellaneous . 
a . The correlation between college grades 
and the Al pha Intelligence Tests . s . T. Hunter 
found a correlation of . 52 between the Alpha i n -
telligence test scores and college grades for 159 
women students in Southern .iethodist University . 
At Brown University , Colvin reported correlations 
between army teat and college marks were to be as 
f ollo .. 1s : 
Army test and marks of first s emester , . 44 ; 
Army test and marks of second semester , . 39 ; 
Army test and average marks of two 
semesters , . 45 . 
The differences could be due to different r easons , as 
difference in the group , studied , or to the method of 
marking , method of weighing college grades to obtain 
numerical scores . 
"In addition to a general intelligence t eat for all 
students there should be specific tests for the students 
of different eolleges . "2 
1 . 
2 . 
Brooks , Fowler D., .212.• ill•, pp . 583f . 
Bridges , ,J . · .. • , nThe Correlation Between College Grades 
and the Alpha Intellige"lce Teets" , in Journal ,2!. Educa-
tional Psycholopy . Vol . II , P • 365 , (1920J . 
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b. Professor ~atson sums up the good a.pd 
Ead i n intelligen~e teats in substance as follows: 
How seriously should intelligence test scores be 
taken in guiding the life of a child? Does the I ~ 
give a fair and full index of the worth of an in-
dividual to society? Jlost of the harm that has a-
risen in connection with the use of intelligence 
tests seems to have grown out of misunderstandings 
of the answer to these questions . hVen soientifi-
eally trained psychologists have not always been 
careful to emphasize the distinction bet 1een a re-
lationship which holds with great masses of data , 
and that which exi sts in a particular case, only in 
extreme cases can individual predictions of a fnr-
reaching nature safely be ma.de. A child born feeble-
minded can be recognized within the first year or 
two of life and it can be ventured that he will never 
pass college entrance examinations and will probably 
never be elected to Congress . He may, however, as 
t he best inotitutions have shown, be trained to 
earn his own l!ving at useful tasks . A child with 
an I Q of 150 may have trouble with school work, but 
it is unlikely and the trouble is likely to be of 
an unusual sort. 
When the intelligen~e test score of an ordi nary 
person is known, that does not tell very much about 
h i m. ~ en in school work, where intelligence would 
seem to be more useful than anywhere else, the re-
l ationshi p is far from close. Spelling ability is 
very slightly related to intelligence. Handwri ting 
shows almost no relationship • ....:Xeeptione are num-
erous even in the more "intellectual" subj ecta. If 
pupils are grouped by intelligence test scores into 
three sections, one bright, one average, and one 
dull, and if all three sections are given the same 
reading test, some of the dull section will prove 
better readers than eome of the bright section. If 
the teat be given in arithmetic, in language or 
science or history, the sa.ae result ,..,ill be found. 
_:any other factors enter in to determine who 
succeeds in school. In one junior hi gh school, 56 
per cent of the failures had I G.' a below 90, but it 
must be noted that nearly half of the failures come 
from a group normal or better in intelligenc e. A 
mid- western university carried on its customary 
process of sending home after Christmas those fresh-
men who were proving hopeless failures . To their 
dismay t hey later discovered that the average i ntel-
ligence rating of students sent home WPS slightly 
hi gher than that of the students who were 0 making 
good'' . In an eastern college for men, a recent study 
showed that 64 per cent of the failures during 
sophomore year were made by men above the campus 
average i n intelligence. 
Once outside the classroom the significe.nce 
of an intelligence test score becomes much more 
doubtful . Tests in other fields have sho\1?1 that 
an individual varies i n his abilities. Some 
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things he does well . Others he docs poorly. The 
truth of the matter is that individual intelligence 
sco~es do not 2redict any other known ability of 
the individual with an accuracy that is 50 per cent 
better than chance. 1 Though we know i n general 
that i n t he following abilities 1,000 children of 
h i gh i ntelligence would excel on the a~erage 1,000 
children of low i ntelligence, we mi ght about as 
well base our guess as to a particular child's 
achievement i n them on a lottery number, or the 
length of his big toe, as on his Ir;,. The list is 
not e~ustive. The point, however, may be clear. 
Whatever may be true about people in large numbers, 
individual I ~'s cannot be t P..ken too seriously. In 
1 . Italics!'!!.!.!!!• 
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the past many school systems (including that of 
the New York City schools at present) e!nployed 
psychologists who did little but give intelli-
gence teats . The opposite tendency is exempli-
fied by the ••Psychological Consultation Centre" 
at Speyer HR ll of Teacher's College, which is 
centering especial attention upon discovering 
t he specific abilities possessed by each indivi-
dual . 
In answering the general question, "What good 
are t he intelligence tests?" ..-e have so far em-
nhas ized only the answer that they are not much 
good for sizing up a totnl personality. That is 
~ far from a~eguat~ reulI• l If we turn from pre-
dictions about specific persona to generalizations 
about gro-1,s of 1T..1rmn beings, we come upon the 
major contributions of this movement in the last 
dozen years . We have learned that intelligence 
is distributed in mueh the same fa~hion that height 
is. Th~re are a few very short persons, an equal 
number of very tall persons, with a completely 
continuous scale of _heights i n bet·~een. The largest 
1 . Italics mine. ----------
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number would be found near the average. In spite 
of some journalistic assumptions, we are not a na-
tion of morons with a sprinkling of good minds at 
the top of the scale. About 1 per cent of the 
population is _so mentally deficient as to need 
life-long i nstitutional care. About the same pro-
port ion will be found possess i ng IQ.s in that superior 
class of 140 and above. Possibly more than half 
of tne population can be expected to hnve I~'s in 
the normal range, between 90 and 110. 
We have learned, too, that while individual ex-
cepti ons need to be made, certain vocat ions, i n 
general, require more intelligence than· others . In 
the Army draft groups , the barbers had more intelli-
gence than the farm laborers, the brakeman more than 
the bricklayers, the auto- mechanics more than the 
brakemen, tho shi_pping clerks more than the auto-
mechanics , the bookkeepers more than the ahipJing 
clerks, the dentists more tban the bookkeepers, and 
the ' engineering officers and chaplains more than 
the dentiste, yet this hierarchy ie not , of course, 
absolute. There are certainly ao~e happy and effi-
cient farm laborers who exeel i n intelligence, .some 
engineers and ministers who are likewise happy 
and getting along reasonably well. The mor e 
general statement would be that men of high in-
telligence can sucoeed at almost any occupation 
for wbich they have the taste and other special-
ized abilities, wherea.a men of low intelligence 
a re much lees likely to succeed in the more com-
plex and higher-level jobs. 
One of the useful results of intelligence 
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tests has been the undermining of a comrlon super-
stition to the effect that men are intellectually 
superior to women. During childhood, at lenst , 
no such differences can be found . The ali3htly 
superior average test scores of bo:rs in some tests 
given in tle high school years is usually accounted 
for in ternis of selection. 8tupid boys a re more 
likely to drop out and go to work than are otupi d 
girls, who get on better in school as a rule t han 
do boys of similar intelligence. 
Of extraordinary va lue is the a id given by in-
telligence testing to t he ehatterine of the popular 
notion that hard study of useless subjects is espeo-
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1ally likely to develop the mind . This month , 
I suppose . fully 2 , 000 , 000 high school boys and 
girls 1n the United States uill be misled into 
supposing that, ~hile aggebra or geometry or 
Latin may not appeal to them and may not have any 
direct use 1n their careers , nevertheless, these 
subjects will have special value in improving 
their mental faculties . Dr . E. L. Thorndike has 
given intelligence tests to some 11 , 000 higll school 
pupils at the beginning and again at the end of the 
school year . His r esults confirm the other psycholo-
gical fi~dings . General intelligence develops quite 
as well in the pupil who is busy in a laboratory , 
enjoying literature , producing plays, learning ac-
counting, practicing typewriting or household arts , 
as it does in a pupil with a classical curriculum. 
Serious questions about the valu~ of much that is 
included in the curricula of high schools and col-
leges are arising from this observation . 1 
l . ~ataon , G. B., 1n Teacher ' s College Record , 
PP • 194-196, (Nov . 1930) . 
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o. "Poor students in high school are 
noor in college too . " That only one student in 
--efgb.1;-.iranks in the lower half of his high school 
class ie able to complete an ordinary college 
course was pointed out by Dean 1.ax ucConn, of 
Lehigh University, visiting lecturer in college 
admi nistration at Teachers College duri ng the 
sl.lJIDcler seaaion. The lecture in which the point 
was made was reported by the~ X.2!! Ti mes . 
"Observations over a period of years show 
t11at only one student i n eieht who ranks in the 
lower half of his high school class is able to 
complete an ordinary college course~ Dean~ 
i"cConn said. He continued: 
"' ~Y state universities are circumvent-
ing lega l sta tutes, requiring them to admit all 
graduates of accredited high schools by ' advis-
ing' some students not to attenv col 1 e~e a..:1d 
shunting others off from cultur land scie~tific 
courses into studies in the manuel arts1t. 
"The period before 1875 waq the Golden \ge 
in .American education«, Dean. eConn said. 'Dur-
ing that era economic conditions were such that 
many nos itions were available without a colleg e 
educetion. The only p eo?le who a ttended college 
in t hose days were natur~l students who loved 
lea.ming for its ov,n sake. ti 
":Sy 1875 the riae of modern i ndustry ma.de 
training necessary. Students r.ere sti"llula.ted to 
go to college for ulterior motives . In order to 
ate~ the b rbaria.n i nvasion the better colleges 
set up syste:"'18 of selection. " 
Dean; cConn held that admisoion to college 
should be as highly selective as t h e circu.a-
stancea of each particUlf"r ins ti t11ti on will oer-
mi t. · 
" The most effective method of college ad-
miss i ons is the syste 1 of selective certifica -
tion, he said. Thia :ne,i.ns that a student can 
enter college on a certificate fron high school 
if he is in the f irst half or first third, or 
any fraction that any pnrticul .r i nstitution 
may care to select, of his class. Thus a college 
can be as liberal ar as excluoive as it desires. 
This plan h.a.a the additional advantages of re-
qutrin~ practically no administrative expense 
whatsoever. 
0.All i.nflexible forms of selection 
were assailed by Dean McConn. ::ie holds 
that the c9llege a<Luissiona office should 
be de-mechA.nized And individualized. 11 1 
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d. uow mental te§ts can tell ~hat you are 
fitted to do. It has been claimed that the psy-
chologists can tell i n a tw~-hour test whether 
one has a talent for music, drawing or mathematics o 
The purpose of this i s to help determi ne what one 
is fitted to do. These tests are particul arly 
useful to young men and women v,ho are entering 
college. Often the whole future career of a young 
man or young woman is determined by financial or 
chance eircW!lstances. whereas the ability of that 
person to do well i n certain kinds of work should 
be the chief f a ctor. 
Often the father and mother choose a career 
for their children without consi dering their abili-
ties. Tests have been devised which very accur-
ately predict whether or not a person will make a 
success in a given f ield. 
Psychological tests are being used to select 
the most intelligent and most competent candi dates 
1 . The substance of t i.is interview is tr·ken from 
Teachers College Record, p. 79, (Oct. 1930}. 
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from a group of applicants for i mportant posts 
in busi ness and industrial firms . Dr. Brimhall 
of Columbia said, "It is astonishing how accur-
ately these teats search out the i ntelligent and 
mentally alert employee in a business house. " 
He bad picked out the top- notehers of the top-
notchera. The president of a firm did not take 
the tests, but Dr. Brim.hall found the three vice-
presidents among the first ten in the whole scor-
ing. The young man who made the hi ghest score 
was the president ' s right-hand man and confidential 
secretary. One obscure man was found to have a 
very h i gh score and from that time un the president 
kept his eye on hi m. Thi s test proved that the men 
who were on top in the organization were men of 
h i gh intelligence, they were men who deserved to be 
on top . Those who made the hi ghest s cores: secre-
tary, first vice- president, stenographer, auditor, 
assiatnnt to sales manager, vice-president, cashi er. 
Dr. Bri mhall said: 
"The great vnlue of giving intelligenee 
tests to clerical workers is that it takes 
the misfits out of positions that don' t 
suit them and places the alert ones in the 
busy corners, and rearranges the force a c-
cordi ng to an almos t exaet science of abil-
ity. " 
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Dr . Brimhall relates an instance of two 
girls being employed as a clerk at the same 
time by the same employer . After twelve years 
with the same firm one ~as buying supplies for 
the company while the other was still doing 
routine work . These two ladies were recently 
given the psychological test . The one who had 
been promoted to the position buying supplies 
made a score of 140 uhile the one ~ho was still 
doing the same routine work made a score of 83. 
v·e are getting away. from guess work and will 
soon be able to give as accurate analysis of 
ability and character as a physician can of 
the blood and organs . l 
e . Who should go to college . Young peo-
ple may perhaps select themselves for higher 
education better than they can be selected by 
teachers or examiners . 2 
1 . Saunders , J . M., "How ~ental Tests can Tell 
What You are Fitted To Do'' , in American 
nagazine, Vol . XCVIII, pp . 46-5~, (Dec . 1924) . 
2 . Kirkpatrick, E. P.. ., "Vlho Should Go To Collagen , 
in Religious Education , Vol . x, p . 34 , (Feb. 
1915) . 
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Ur. E. A. Kirkpatrick aays: 
11 Rapidly increase "open shop" educational 
activities and substitute for examination 
and marks , educational and personal hiotory 
and objective tests that enlighten the in-
dividual regarding himself, and above all do 
I say, plaeo the responsibility for obtaining 
culture more nnd more upon the individual. 
If t~is ia done the persons who for the good 
of sooiety should have a higher education 
wi ll be able t-0 select themselves for eduea-
tion and to graduate themselves when it has 
been properly completed. I hope the t i me 
will come when it may oorreetly be said, 
11He entered college" and »He graduated from 
college" instead of "I!e as admitted to col-
lege0, and "He waa graduated from college. ,,1 
Kirkpatrick goes on i n the manner given below. 
In order to succeed in college work one must be able 
to enter into the Great Tradition with a certain 
mini mum degree of ease and apryree iation . The criterion 
for selecting these individuals can best be laid 
down by inquiring f i rst what are the elements upon 
w~ich academic success depends . The f i rst requisite 
for suecess in college, over and above every other 
prerequisite, is a certain minimu.~ of nati ve intelli-
gence. It is possible to graduate from a first-
rate hi gh school, and still not be a f i t subject 
for the type of work which the colleae offers . The 
1. Ibi d., p . 39 . -
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mastery of secondary school contents i s not tbe 
baccalaureate honor. (2) A certain minimum of 
preparation is prerequisite to efficient and 
economical ~ork in college. Tb.e extent and variety 
of specific preparation is not as great as many 
people would h.~ve it. (3) Character and moral 
ha.bits are very important conditions of college 
succese . :'.:oat :prominent of the moral habits re-
quired is that of hard work . (4) The direct in-
fluence of health is an obvious requirement. (5) 
Interest is a factor of acade~ic suceees . {6) 
An important factor is the adjustment of academic 
load to eapaci ty. The wise choice of co1~rses of 
study is more potent in producing success or failure 
than is commonly reali zed. (?) Worry and dis-
tractions of vario11s sorts is a facto~hioh frequent-
ly ruins a boy's academic record. 
Such are the pillars of college eu-0ceea . The 
majori ty of them are subject to contr ol. If a boy 
is lacking in preparation, but in other respects 
has the sort of stuff that college graduates are 
made of, hie admi ssion is merely delayed. If his 
health is poor. he ean be sent to the infirmary or 
• 
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n rest center for a season. Ria financial em-
barrassment roo.y be relieved in different w~ys . 
His char, cter and habits may be :llo<iified and 
improved. His interests may be developed to a 
--t 
great extent. But if he is low in mentali«7, 
regardless of other qualifications, it is not 
only useless but harmi"ul and wasteful to admit 
him to an environment in which he ia foredoomed 
to a cruel, diacour~ging, and demor~lizing failure. 
All the seven factors which have been enumerated 
are i mporta.nt; one or another of them la, as has 
been shown, frequently decisive. But native 
a.bili ty is the §l!!! g_u~ !!.2!! which sets the limits 
within which the other factors have significance 
for college work. 1 
6 . SUJ1D1ary. From studies ma.de elsewhere as 
reported in this chapter the instruments predict-
in~ college success may be ranked as follows: 
a. . The moot reliable means of predicting 
academic success is a combination of intelli-
gence and degree of application. 
1. Wood, Ben :). , _ easurement !a Higher Education, 
p . 134f. 
b . 
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According to Ben :>. \, ood t he 
intelligence test has been found to 
be not only ae good a criterion for 
ad1 1iasion to college as any other 
single criteri on thus f ar used, but it 
is more efficient and less expensive. 
According to Brooks the high school 
marks a re at present the greatest sin-
gle basis for arunissi~n to the colleges 
of arts and scienc es which has thus f a r 
been extens i vely investigated. 
c. The value of entrance examinations as 
evidence of eollege success r enks next to that of 
high school marks . A general intelli gence test i s 
fairly accurate in f a i l i ng a group of students who 
will not be found in the higher schola rship ranks 
in college. The test is not accurate when used as 
a means of excl usion, because many in the l owest 
ranks i n intelligence scores do make satisfactory 
s cholastic records in college. 
d. Success i n the freshman year in college 
can be predicted wi th greater accuracy from the 
entr~nce examination than from the intelligence tests . 
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e. Freshman grades are the beat single 
index of a student ' s future success in college 
both as to his numerical grades and his ultimate 
chances of gr aduation from college. 
f. In order to obtPin an adequate esti-
mate of a student, it is necessary to supplement 
the Thorndike seore with i ndividual tests, question-
naires, and follow- up studies. 
g. The comoination of hi gh school stand-
ing and the score made on psychological tests has 
a h i gh predictive value. 
h . We find fairly uni form i ncrements in 
both quantity and quality of academic work done as 
we go up the scale of intelligence scores . 
i. In a certa in college in Ohio State 81% 
of the delinquents were found to be students with 
intelligence scores equal to those received by the 
lowest 5 per cent of the whole student body. 
j. Scholarship prediction is much less ac-
curate for students above the ability threshold than 
for those below it. This may be due to l a ck of in• 
terest and effort on the part of some intellectually 
capable student. 
k . A number of failures are due to 
faulty te~ching and organization of t he courses 
rather than to deficiencies i n the students . 
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1 . Prediction of college success can be 
i mproved by using measures having greater reliability. 
Nevertheless the general trend of the litera-
ture is far from conclusive. It is somewhat vague 
and i ndefinite. It i s for this reason that t he 
study reported in this thesis has been made. 
CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THIS STUDY 
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In gathering the material for this investiga-
tion the names of all the freshmen students enter-
ing the University of Tenneesee in September, 1927 1 
and those freshmen entering i n September , 1928, 
were copied from the catalogues furnished by the 
Registrar's office . The records for a number of 
the students could not be found ; therefore , the i r 
names were dropped from the list leaving 1226 stu-
dents• records for the investigation . 
The mental ages and intelligence quotients were 
obtained from the office of Dr . Joseph E. Avent , 
Professor of Educational Psychology, University of 
Tennessee . The intelligence test used by Dr . Avent 
was the Terman Group Intelligence Teet . The English 
placement test used cras the one made up by the 
English department of the University of Tennessee . 
The English placement grades for the 1928 class were 
obtained from the office of Dr . J . c. Hodges , Professor 
of English , University of Tennessee . 
Tables »ere ruled off into ten or twelve divi-
sions depending upon the number necessary for the grades . 
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The college grades were grouped under ten to twelve 
main heads . All natural science grades were put 
under the heading of natural science . All the 
English grades were put under the heading of Eng-
lish ; all foreign language were grouped under the 
heading of foreign language and thus each subject 
was classified accordingly . Physical Education 
and Military Science were left out , because 1t was 
thought that these subjects required very little 
mental work , ae compared with regular academic 
subjects . 
The college grades were copied from the students' 
record cards in the office of Dean F . u. Uassey, 
Dean of Men , University of Tennes·see . The grades 
for the 1927 class wer e investigated for a three 
year period . The l928 · c1ass had their records i n-
vestigated for a two- year period. In copying these 
records , notations were made when students had been 
put on probation; when they had been dropped by the 
Administ rative Counci l , or when they , for any 'other 
reason , had ~ithdr avm . In this way it could, with 
few exceptions , be tol d how l ong each student was in 
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school and his score could more accurately be 
equated . Thirty-six of the above described tables 
were required for the college records . Ei ght of 
these tables , however ._ were not full pages. 
In getting the high school records a regular-
size sheet of note-book paper was ruled into six 
divisions , and the grades were grouped into six 
main heads , as English, mathematics, history, for-
eign language , science , and vocational subjects . 
The paper was placed direc~ly over the first page 
of the table containi ng the college records to the 
right of the names . Thie v1as done in order to a-
void the trouble of recopying the names , and to 
eliminate the possibility of getting high school 
records for students who had no college records . 
Some of the high school grades were recorded 
in letters and some of them in figures . In order 
to get tbe scores in a position to correlate, it 
was necessary to assign arbitrarily some certain 
value to each score . After consulting a number of 
professors and graduate students in the University 




E 6 , 
D 7, 
C e . 
B 9 , 
A 10, 
94-100 A, 
85-94 B , 
75- 84 c, 
65-74 D, 
55- 64 E, 
0-54 F• 
These values were substituted for the grades . 
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The same numb-er of tables was used for the high 
school as \'lere used for the colJ..~ge records . The 
high school records were then pasted on the college 
records at the right side of the tables . 
The copying of these records involved one hundred 
and eighty pages ·or notebook paper and two hundred 
and thirty hours time . This time was required for 
copying and making the tables. 
nefore these correlations could be computed some 
method of equating the college grades had to be found . 
It was decided to equate the college grades to two 
years . Thu.s , a person in school for five quarters has 
his score equated with those who wore in school six 
quarters by dividing by five-sixths . 
A student's score in his subject or in his whole 
record ia the sum of the values of the letter grades 
he has made as found in the above described table . 
For the high school total the actual total was 
used . For the subjects , as college English , college 
mathematics, college foreign language . high school 
English , and high school mathematics the average to 
one decimal point r1as used and multiplied by ten to 
get rid of the fraction . Those whose records uere 
not complete were loft out oft.he correlations . 
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During this investigation eleven correla-
tions were computed , as shown in Chapter III . 
· ot one of these correlations contained less 
than 576 students, and some contained as many 
as 1187 students . The total time required for 
these correlations was three hundred and fifty-four 
hours . Hothing else was attempted during the time 
that the correlations were be i ng computed , except 
that ~hich pertained to the computation of the 
correlations . 
Every column of data was labeled at the time 
it was written . Each of the columns was checked. 
An adding machine was used for all additions . The 
additions were checked. In multiplying the devia-
t10ns , a multiplication table up to 50X50 was used . 
In squarinc the deviations a table , containing the 
squares of numbers from 1 to 1000, wae used . 
A study was made of f orty students who did not 
remain in school long enough to receive a grade of 
any kind . ·The correlation between Iritelligence 
quotients and English placement grades was r - . 81 .· 
Twenty- seven , or 67 . ~ of the forty, had an intelli-
gence score below the median for the University of 
Tennessee which was 104 . Fourteen out of 20 
. students, or 7(.):/4, had an English placement grade 
below the median score . 
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Since completing the correlations mentioned 
above it has been decided that a correlation be 
computed between intelligence quotients and English 
placement grades for those students having high in-
telligence quotients and also for those having low 
intelligence quotients . Therefore forty-six students 
~1th intelligence quotients ranging from 116 and up 
were selected for the high group and 37 of those 
·· having intelligence scores of 90 or below were taken 
for the lower group . Of the higher group only five 
out of forty-six or 10. 8 per cent made an English 
placement grade below the average . The correlation 
was . 80. Of the lower group , six , or 16. 3 per cent 
made above the average English placement grade . The 
correlation between intelligence scores and English 
placemont grades for the group making intelligence 
scores of 90 and below was . 76. 
The data gathered in this study will now be pre-
sented in Chapter III . 
CHAPTER III 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
The findings o~ th1s·study are as follows : 
TABLE XIII 
Correlations in the University of Tennessee 
Intelligence Quotients and Average College English , 
1144 students , 
Intelligence Quotients and College Foreign 
Language , 664 students , 
Intelligence quotients and English Placement, 
596 students , 
Intelligence Quotients and Average College 
Record , 1169 students , 
Intelligence Quotients and College Mathematics , 
848 students , 
Intelligence Quotients and High School Record , 
1187 students , 
Coll&ge English and High Sohool English , 
1131 .student~ , 
College English and English Placement , 
576 students , 
College Mathematics and High ·school Mathematics, 
835 students • 
Average College Record and English Placement , 
569 students , 
Average High School and Average College Record , 
1145 students, 
Intelligence Quotients and English Placement 
grades for 46 students who had IQ of 116 and 
above , 
Intelligence Quotients and English Placement 
grades for 37 students who had IQ of 90 or below , 
Inte111gence QUotionts and English Placement 
grades for 40 students uho did not remain in 
r . 43 
r . 38 
r . 55 
r . 25 
r . 28 
r . 19 
r . 38 
r . 51 
r . 41 
r . 21 
r . 22 
r .eo 
r .76 
school long enough to receive a gaade of any 
kind, r .al 
The above table is the report of the real study . 
It took eight hundred and forty hours of work to 
gather the data and compute the correlations reP-orted 
in Table XIII . These correlations wore obtaineu by 
the upoarson Product-Moment r·ethod" . 
TABLE XIV' 
Correlations Between.Success in College and (1) High-School marks, (2) Entrance Exam-
inations, and (3) Intelligence Ratings.l 
Correlation 'Between College Marks and 
Reported by Institution 
__________________ H_i,...,g_E_-.,..s_c_h_o_o_i ___ E_n_t_r_a_n_c_e_E_xa_m_i_;.1_a_t_i_o_n_s ___ ~ntelligence 
-ar :s 
Anderson & Spencer 
Arlitt & Hall 
Bentley 
Bolenbau~h & Proctor 
Cocking 
Columbia College Report 
Dempster 
Ernest 
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In the reports which will be given , only the tables 
showing the findings in the University of Tennessee, 
and a table taken from Broolts • s Psycnology of Adolescence 
are included. The table from Brooks showing the re-
~~ ·J 
sults of other investigations is given 1n order s:or a 
convenient comparison between the results of this study 
and the investigat1o~s made by other people for the past 
few years . 
The tables containing the names of the students whose 
records were investigated , the intelligence quotient , 
mental ages , English placement grades , covered one hundred 
and sixty pages . The tables of correlation covered two 
hundred and fifty five pages, making a total of four 
hundred and fifteen pages devoted to tables alone . Since 
these tables are so voluminous and expensive to type 
it was thought best to leave them out of this report . 
After the above correlations were completed~ a 
survey was made of all the recent literature that could 
be found upon this subject and reported in Chapter I 
of this study. The information available indicate 
that the findings ln the University of Tennessee are in 
keeping with the results of similar investigations 
recently made in other institutions . Some other in-
vestigations show higher coefficients of correlation 
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on certain subjects , and some show lower correlation 
than t h is study indicates . 
The coefficient of correlation between i ntelligence 
quotients and college English for eleven hundred and 
forty-tour students was found to be r . 43 . This is 
very close to that of the average high school English 
and Intelligence as given by Brooks1to bo r . 44 . The 
correlation of college foreign language and intelli-
gence quotient in this study for 664 students is . 36. 
The correlation of high school foreign language grades 
and i ntelligence, as found by others, ranges from . 26 
2 to . 43 with an average of . 39. There is thus practi-
cally no difference in the coefficient of correlation 
between intelligence and college foreign language grades 
and intelligence and hi ch school foreign language grades . 
Intelligence quotients and English placement grades 
for five hundred and ninety-six students gave the high-
est correlation of any of thie study , being . 55 . 
1:acPhail at Bro\m Un1versi ty found the correlation be-
tween a preliminary teat on English and English I to 
be . 419 . Other studies made by Brooks reveal a corre-
lation of . 50 between English I in high school and 
the i ntelligence test result . The coefficient of cor-
relation between entrance examinations and college 
1 . Brooks , Fowler o • • .2:e.• ill• P • 567 . 
2 . ~ . , P • 571 . 
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success at Bryn Mawr was found by Arlitt and Hall 
to range from . 42 to . 64 averaging . 55 . They also 
found the correlation between intelllgence and en-
trance examinations to be . 245 . Taking the findings 
of all the investigations made by other people we 
find the corr.elation bet.ween entrance examinations and 
college success ranging from . 22 to . 64 with average 
centering around . 47 . Dempster at Johns Hopkins 
University reported a corr elation of . 47 between col-
lege marks e.nd intelligence . Johnston at the Univer ... 
s i ty of r•innesota reported correlation between intelli-
gence and college mar k.a to be . 60 . l'ay at Syracuse 
University reported a correlation of . 60 between in-
telligence and col lege marks . T'cCrory at St . Cloud , 
l' innesota. Teacher's College reported a correlation 
bf . 66 between intelligence and college marks . Symonds 
at the University of Hawaii reported a correlation of 
. 41 between intelligence and college marks . 
In this investigation. the correlation between i n-
telligence test scores and average college record , for 
1169 students is . 25 . This finding is in keeping with 
Thurston•s1f1ndings . The correlation in this instance 
is low . but not as low QB the lowest correlations found 
1 . Brooks , .2.R.• ill·, p . 577 . 
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by other people . 
After examining students in twenty-six insti-
tutions Thurston reported a correlation of . 24 to 
. 56 between intelligence and college success . T'~is 
is considerably lower than the correlation of . 52 
between Alpha intelligence scores and college gradea 
in the case of 159 ~omen students i n Southern Metho-
dist Univers1.ty . 1 Other findings show correlations 
ranging from . 10 to . 67 with an average of . 44 . 
The correlation betwee~ intelligence and scores 
i n college mathematics for eight hundred and forty 
eight students is . 28. In a study very closely re-
lated to this , Brooks glves a correlation between 
,Junior High School Mathematica and Intelligence of 
. 44 ; between average h i gh school mathematics and in-
telligence of . 43; between geometry and intelligence 
of . 51; and between algebra II and i ntelligence of 
• 49 . 
2 
The correlatio1 of . 19 between intelligence test 
scores and average high school record for 1187 students 
seem to be very low. An effort was mado to find the 
results of other investigations on this particular 
correlation i n order to compare the results, but 
nothing could be found . 
1 . 
2 . 
Bridges, J . \, . • 11 The Correlation Between College 
Grades and tbe Alpha Intelligence Tests," in 
Journal !2!_ Educational Psycholog_y. Vol . II, P • 365, (1920). 
Brooks. Fo\"ller n • • .2.I?.·lli·, p . 568 . 
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The correlation between college English marks 
and high school English marks \"fas found in this study 
to be . 38 for 1131 students in the University of 
Tennessee . In correlating the scores of high school 
English III and high school English I in high school 
Brooks obtained a correlation identical with that of 
this study. 
UacPha11lat Brown University computed the corre-
lation between the scores on a preliminary English 
examination and the scores made in college English I . 
'111e correlation was found to be . 416 . The writer found 
the correlation between college English scores and Eng-
lish placement scores for 596 students in the University 
of Tennessee to be . 51 . 
The correlation between high school mathematics 
scores and college mathematics scores is by this study 
. 41. 
The average college record scores and the Engl ish 
placement scores gave a correlation of . 21 . The writer 
,as unable to find any records \·11th \"fhich to compare 
this correlation. 
The correlation between average high school marks 
and average college grades for 1145 students is . 22. 
This is somewhat lower than the average correlation of 
l . !le.cPhail , A. n., "Classification of Freshmen at 
Brown Uni versi ty11 , in Journal of Educational !!!.-
search, Vol . XIV , PP • 365-369,ll926) . 
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Table XIV which is . 53. From the results of other 
investigations it seems that high school marks have 
a high predictive value of college success . Indeed 
one would expect the two to bear a reasonably close 
relation . Dempster at Johns Hopkins University re-
ported a correlation between college marks and aver-
age high school marks to be . 53. !~ay at Syracuse 
University reports a correlation between college marks 
and average high school marks to be . 66 . Symonds , at 
University of Hawaii, reported a correlation of college 
marks with high school average to be . 52 . All the a-
bove mentioned correlations are consider~bly higher 
than that found in the University of Tennessee . 
To Quote Brooke , p . 563, foot-note . 
"In another investigation by the author the 
average marks of 45 freshmen correlated . 81 
with their average marks the following year ; 
the correlations between sophomore and junior 
marl<:s wer.e • 74 and . 85 for two success! ve 
classes numbering 36 and 44 pupils, respective-
ly. The corresponding correlations between 
combined intelligence ratings on two group 
tests and average school marks were . 61 , . 47, 
and . 34 , respectively. " 
The i ntelligence quotient and English placement grade 
for those students who dropped out of school before re-
ceiving a grade was computed and found to be . 81 . From 
this investigation it seems that students who have low in-
telligence quotients and also lov English placement grades 
are the ones who drop out of school first . 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I . Summary. 
a . From survey of the l i terature . 
1) In recent years many of our American 
colleges have been over crowded, and doubtless have 
enrolled many students who can not , or do not, use 
profitably the educational facilities provided for 
them. Because of this fact many colleges have a-
dopted the plan of selecting for admission those 
students who give promise of profiting most by the 
training which the college offers . There are being 
used and proposed various basis for admission . The 
three following metnods singly or in combination 
have wide use : {a) certificate of graduation from 
high school , with fifteen acceptable credits; (b) 
passing marks on entrance examinations; (c) satis-
factory scores on entrance· examinations . 
2) It seems t hat the most significant 
application of intelligence tests to university stu-
dents at the present time is the use of the Thorndike 
tests by the department of admissions of Columbia 
College . The test seems to detect the poorer stu-
dents . The greatest value of the intelligence test 
lies in the fact that it furnishes data not dupli-
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oated from any other source . Better than any other 
source of information , it tells us what quality of 
work we have a right to expect . It enables us to 
discriminate between the intelligent student whose 
failure is avoidable and the student whose inferior 
native ability renders him compa ratively incapable 
of obtaining an education . It might be truly said 
that there are few intelligence tests which have 
not been tried out on college students , and very 
few upon which we do not have some kind of a report . 
Perhaps the most popular group test is t he army 
test . One would not think ~r using the intelligence 
examina tion as the only criterion for admission . A 
combination of two or more basis is likely to be 
more effective than any single basis . Proctor has 
suggested a three-fold basis for adruission to col-
lege whic! consists of : (a) a scholarship-rating 
based on all high school marks; (b) t he intelligence 
test score on the Thorndi~e test; (c) cnaracter rat-
ings by high school teachers . such a comprehensive 
basis would naturally be expected to produce better 
results . 
3) Two forms of entrance admissions 
exist at Yalo . Under the old plan students are ad-
mitted upon passing a number of examinations total-
ing fifteen entrance credits, and usually involv-
i~g twelve to fifteen sepa r ate papers . Under the 
new plan students of high preparatory standing 
may take four examinations on subjects which they 
studied during their last year in high school , 
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and be admitted on the basis of these scores a-
lone, 1f their preparatory standing has been high 
in other subjects. The new plan entrants are prob-
ably a higher selection of students. A-greater 
percentage of the new plan entrants gain their de-
gree than those who enter under thG old pl an . 
4) At Brown University , in 1924, the 
Brown psychological test and the classification 
test in English was given to 313 freshmen . For 
both of these tests the prognosis was considerably 
greater in the low ranges than in the high. Those 
who score low on either test seldom do well in 
English , but those who score high very often do a 
grade of work which is apparently below their a-
bility. 
5) There is a very moderate degree of 
correlation between the Thorndike examination score 
and the average a cademic grade for the first two 
years . This situation bolds true for the average 
academic grade of the entire four years of the col-
lege course . The correlation between the Thorndi ke 
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score and the average academic grade is too low 
to justify the exclusion of students from col-
lege on the basis of the Thorndike rating alone . 
A high Thorndike score does not necessarily im-
P~Y high scholarship, great social intelligence , 
or pronounced intellectual interests; nor does 
an average or low Thorndike score imply average 
or low scholarship, intellect , or social intelli-
gence . Other intellectual elements , exclusive of 
those measured by the Thorndike tests, are operat-
ing in many instances of superior scholarship . 
The Thorndike tests , although they do not have 
high predictive value , are very useful in the 
study of individual cases since they isolate and 
measure an aspect of intelligence of considerable 
i r.,portance for scholarship . In order to obtain an 
adequate intellectual estimate of a student , it is 
necessary to supplement the Thorndike score with 
individual tests , questionnaires , and follow-up 
studies . 
6) According to Brooks the intelli-
gence test ranks third among the three basis of 
admission . r:any elements may enter into the basis 
of predicting college success , euch as: (a) the 
record of high school scholarship ; (b) the results 
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of psychological tests, (c) the interest of 
students, (d) t heir activities and experience 
during the high school period, (e) the advanced 
studies taken in h igh school; and -(f) estimates 
by principal and teachers . By this more than 
one-half of those who are unable to do college 
work are identified in advance. Predicting 
distingu.ished scholarship is much more difficult 
than preu1ct1ng poor scholarship . 
7) E igh school marks furnish a fair-
ly good, but by no means absolutely satisfactory, 
basis for predicting college success . 
8) Arlitt and Hall at Bryn 1:tawr found 
that success in the freshman year in college can 
be predict$d with greater acouracy from the en-
trance examination than from the intelligence tests . 
They a lso found that the intelligence tests selects 
the students who will do the poorest work in col• 
lege better than does either the Thurstone test or 
the entrance examinations . The fact that the 
scores i n intelligence tests and college marks do 
not show closer agreement may be explained by the 
fact that the students dealt with are a highly 
selective group from which the less able ones have 
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been eliminated by failure to pass the entrance 
examinations . 
9) According to Brooks the high 
school marks are at present the best single basis 
for admission to colleges of arts and sciences 
which thus far have been extensively investigated . 
10) In predicting academic success 
May says: nTha t general intelligence is the most 
important single f actor there is no doubt . 0 The 
most reliable means of predicting academic success 
is a combination of intelligence and degree of 
applica tion . \ i e have quite a few students who 
make high intelligence scores but make low scholar-
ship scores . The "reasons" for such behavior may 
be looked for in terms of such things as poor ap-
plication , inefficient study habits , l ate hours, 
i nadequate study . and environment . ' Brooks makes 
the statement "that the value of entrance exam1na• 
tion as evidence of college success in college 
ranks next to that of high school marks. 
11) 11A general intelligence test is 
fairly accurate in failing a group of students 
wro will not be found in the higher scholassbip 
ranks in college . The test is not accurate 
when used as a means of exclusion, because many 
in the lowest ranks in intelligence scores do 
make satisfactory scholastic records in college . 111 
1. Brooks , Fowler D., .2.1?.• cit., p . 563. 
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12) Colleges can probably improve 
the predictive value of high school marks by 
carefully studying the records of students so 
as to determine the actual value of the marks 
from each school for predicting college scholar-
ship. 
l~) Dean Max ~cconn, of Lehigh 
University bas pointed out that only one student 
in eight who ranks in the lower half of his high 
school class is able to complete the ordinary 
college course. Dean ~cConn also said that the 
most effective method of college admissions is 
the system of selective certification. This 
means that a student can enter college on acer-
tificate from high school if he 1s in the first 
half , or fir,t third , or any fraction that any 
particular institution may care to select , of his 
class . 
14) Mr. Wood says in Summary: 
The first requisite for success in college is a 
certain minimum of native intelligence . (b) A 
certain minimum of preparation ls prerequisite to 
efficient and econom1cal work in college . (c) 
Character and moral habits are very important con-
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ditions of college succe.ss . (d) The direct 
influence of health is an obvious requirement . 
(e) Interest is a factor of academic success . 
(f) An important factor is the adjustment of 
academic load to capacity. (g) Worry and dis-
traction are hindrances . 
b . From this study. 
1) After making an intensive study 
of the available literature on this subject it 
was found that the corr€lat1ons computed in the 
University of Tennessee are quite in keeping with 
the results obtained by recent investigations in 
other institutions . Some of the other investiga-
tions show higher coefficient of correlation than 
this study indicates . However, ~hen the results 
of the recent studies are averaged , we find that 
the results of the study made at the University 
of Tennessee are very close to those previously 
found in other schools . 
2) ftccording to this study intelli-
gence quotients and English placement grades cor-
relate higher than any of the others, beigg . 55. 
It is possible that intelligence quotients and 
English placement in combination would be a bet-
ter means of predicting college success than any 
of the other subjects correlated in this study. 
3) The corrolatlon between college 
English and tncliah placoraent ranks socond, be-
ing . 51 .. English placomont eradoe seem thus a 
fair baaio of prod1ct1ng college aucceeo . 
~) Intelligoncc quotlon~e ood avor-
go college Enclish ranko third . giving n cor~ 
relation of . 43 • . ban intelligenco quotients 
end any kind or Enelish acores or any othor col-
loeo au jecb arc computed we 3ct o corrolation 
nhich doeo not aroatly differ from oe.ch otller. 
5) College rn3thomatice and high 
school mathematics eivo· a corrolat1on ot . 41 
nh1ch is in kcopine uith other tud1oa or corro-
lation.e botneon high nchool r.w.rl1:s nnd collceo 
marks, found. in Tablo XIV , pane 69. 
6) .hon the correlotion ooo comput-
od bctnoen 1ntolli~cnca quotients and el1oh placo-
mont gradco for thoso students nho dropped out of 
scl1O01 before the:· roee1vod a grnde, it r1a.s found 
to be .81 . It is 1ntereetinB to· note that tho cor-
ralntion of . 81 for thin group ta or tho o~• o ordor 
aa for the group bav·ng 1n olllgonce quotlonta of 
116 or ~bovc, tlhile similar correlation for 596 
students nao cona!dernbly lower, botnc . 55. 
2 . Concluoions: 
.a. .. 'ibo correlation bot, ·eon no tuo coto of 
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scores in this study is sufficiently high to 
justify their use alone for admission to col-
lege . It seems that there is very little dif-
ference in the predictive value of high school 
marks and intelligence scores . 
b . A combination of t~o or more bases 
- ie likely to be better than any one basis alone . 
The evidence indicates that high school marks and 
intelligence examinations together give better 
prediction than either one by itself. The more 
comprehensive the basis , for admission, the bet-
ter it is. Colleges can probably improve the 
predictive value of high school marks by making 
a careful study of the r~cords of the students 
so as to determine the actual value of the marks 
from each school for predicting success in col-
. lege . 
c . The lo~ correlations found in this 
study and also in the survey material are proba -
bly due to the fact that most of the marks given 
i n college were subjective rather than objective. 
It is the wri~e/s belief that, if objective methods 
~ere used in gr ading all college examinations , the 
correlation between intelligence test scores and 
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college grades would have been much higher . 
d . Intelligence rating is only one 
factor in the total makeup of the individual. 
Success in college depends upon much more than 
merely abstract intelligence ae measured by 
the ordinary group test . Information is need-
ed as to a studentta purpose and aim in life , 
his academic, vocational, his character quali-
ties, hie health~ his family, and his previous 
life . Intelligence tests throw some light on 
the question as to whether a student is better 
fitted for a professional work, if their other 
qualifications are suitable. Society need.$ 
high grade men in the professions. The tests 
indicate to some extent what type of mind the 
student possesses . They s~em somewhat unfair 
to men who are plodders , but careful and accurate 
thinkers. They make possible a distinction be-
tween character qualities and mental alertness . 
Intelligence tests throw light on the home en-
vironment and educational equipment of the student~ 
They show the presence or absence of scholarly am-
bitions and ideals . Intelligence quotients shou 
whether it is desirable for a student to continue 
in college or withdraw. 
3. Recommendations: 
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a . The writer would not think or recom-
mending either the high school marks , or tho in-
telligence quotients alone, as a sole criterion 
for admission to college , but a combination of 
the t~o . 
b . EntFance examination on English is 
recommended for all students upon entering the 
university as freshmen . This examination serves 
not only for prediction, but may be used to help 
arrange the students into a more homogeneous 
group for English teaching. 
c . High school marks should be examined 
to determine their real value . In some schools 
where the subjective method of grading is used 
the marks on the students' cards may not truly 
represent his knowledge . 
d . Intelligence tests are recommended 
for use in the following different ways: 
1) As one means for determining ad-
mission to college or university; 
2) For the sectiontng of large 
classes into groups of more homogeneous mental-
ity; 
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3) Aa helpful 1n giving oducat1onal 
advice as to the claosoa a otudent ohould select 
or the numbor of bours he abould carry; 
4) Ao an element int.he vocational 
BU1d~nco or otudentc 1n helping tbom decide tho 
proroooion or occupation they should abooso; 
5) As helpful in leading ton bet-
ter undorsto.ndinn of the dol1nquent studcn~ or 
the student on probation; 
6) To stlmulato the brigh~er otudent 
to nork up to capneity; 
7) To select the brightaot studente 
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SUPPLEMEHTARY 
The teeta hereto attached are the ones hitherto 
mentioned. 
Total Score:---··-···-····-······-·····-·---
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
Placement Test in English 
September 19, 1928 
Name ·····-··········-····-····-····-····-·-····-····-····-················· ·····························-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····· 
Last name First name 
High School 
Middle initial 
Year G1·aduated .......... ·-····-····-····-····· Home Address .... ·-·······-··········-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-················-····-······································ 
N rune of Last English Teacher .......... ·-··········-····-·············-····-····-··········-····-····-··········-····-····-····-····-····-·-·-····-····-···········-···-····-·····-······· 
In what college of the University do you expect to r egister? .... ·-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-·······-·······-····--·····-·······-········ 
I (20%) 
Cross out all incorrect words in the following sentences : 
1-. One of the students (has, have) just left the room. 
2. His disparaging remarks (is, are) not to be tolerated. 
3. A complete set of utensils, including all necessary articles, (was, were) ordered. 
4. Everyone of the delegates (was, were) present. 
5. Each of the members of the cast (is, are) pelfect in (his, their) parts. 
6. Every loyal person (speak, speaks) well of (his, their) friends. 
7. Neither of the studies you suggest (meets, meet) with my approval. 
8. You can be sure that (he, him) and (I, me) will do the work. 
9. You will be safe in trusting the work to (he, him )and (I, me). 
10. There is no point to (us, our) going early. 
11. (Who, whom) did you say they chose? 
12. Everyone (has, have) (his, t hefr) opinions on this subject. 
13. (We, us) boys are going to buy one of (them, those) new cameras. 
14. His careful study of these matters (make, makes) him an authority on them. 
Score : (20 minus wrongs)·····-····-····-····-····-····-····-·· 
II (20%) 
Punctuate each of the following sentences : 
1. When the work was finished the men resumed their journey. 
2. There are however serious objections to the plan. 
3. The fighting ceased on November 11 1928. 
4. Well what are you waiting for? 
5. The situation is not as a matter of fact as serious as it was at first thought to be. 
6. We had coffee ham and eggs and bread and butter for breakfast. 
7. Although I was present I did not take an active part in the meeting. 
8. She was not courteous to customers therefore she lost her position. 
9. French is difficult for her German is more difficult. 
10. I attended classes but I did not recite. 
11. The shoes do not fit for the last is too narrow. 
12. There are times she said when I wish I had not come. 
13. Pardon me but could you tell me where the office is? 
14. Ask Mr Jones the information clerk. 
15. Now that you are here what do you want? 
16. We came late we neglected our studies we failed to write our papers we failed. 
17. Being afraid to speak I kept silent. 
18. Please pull down the shade the light hurts my eyes. 
19. He registered for the following courses English French and Latin. 
20. He was not interested in his work therefore he failed to make satisfactory prngress. 
Score: (20 minus wrongs)·····-··········-····-····-····-····-·· 
III (20%) 
Some of the following sentences are good and some are bad. Check those which a1·e good and 
re-write and correct those which are bad. 
1. His conduct was consistent with his theory. 
2. He said that he had been there and was going again. 
3. She was worn out. Chiefly from her hard day at the fair. 
4. Though possible, it is not prdbable. 
5. Arriving at midnight, the inn was closed. 
6. He asked several gu-ls for a dance in a crude manner. 
7. The farm being free from debt when he inherited it. 
8. I began to fear that I should not complete the work I had planned. 
9. He has bought a new car. Which is what he should have done long ago. 
10. She spoiled her letter, she spilled ink on it. 
Score; (20 minus two times wrongs)···········-····-·· 
IV (40%) 
On this and the following page write a theme of about 250 words on one of the following sub-
jects: 
l. My Favorite Sport. 
2. Gardening. 
3. The Kind of Novel I Like. 
4. My Favorite Study. 
5. My Ambition. 
Score: (Percentage of 40) .... ·-···'.-.. ··-····-····-····-····· 
Paper read by ..... ---·-····-····-····-····-····-···-···-····-······-·······-····-··········-···-····-····-····-··········-····-···-····-····-·-···-·-··········-·····-···-········-···-·· 
Total Score············-··········-·-··-······-·-····-·················-
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
Placement Test in English 
September 19, 1928 
Name ·····-··········-····-····-····-·······-····-····-····-················· ···································-····-··········-····-····-····-··········· 
Last name First name 
High School 
Middle initial 
Year Graduated .... ·-····-····-····-··········· Home Address .... ·-·······-··········-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-·······-·······-····-····--·········-····-····-······· 
Name of Last English Teacher ·······-··········-····-····-·······-····-················-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-·-·--··-···········-···-······-········-···-·· 
In what college of the University do you expect to register? .... ·-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-·······-·······-····-····-·-················· 
I (20%) 
Cross out all incorrect words in the following sentences : 
1. One of the students (has, have) just left the room. · 
2. His disparaging remarks (is, are) not to be tolerated. 
3. A complete set of utensils, including all necessary articles, (was, were) ordered. 
4. Everyone of the delegates (was, were) present. 
5. Each of the members of the cast (is, are) perfect in (his, their) parts. 
6. Every loyal person (speak, speaks) well of (his, theiJ:) friends. 
7. Neither of the studies you suggest (meets, meet) with my approval. 
8. You can be sure that (he, him) and (I, me) will do the work. 
9. You will be safe in trusting the work to ( he, him ) and (I, me) . 
10. There is no point to (us, our) going early. 
11. (Who, whom) did you say they chose? 
12. Everyone (has, have) (his, their) opinions on this subject. 
13. (We, us) boys are going to buy one of (them, those) new cameras. 
14. His careful study of these matters (maim, makes) him an authority on them. 
Score : (20 minus wrongs) .... ·-····-····-····-····-····-····-·· 
II (20%) 
Punctuate each of the following sentences: 
1. When the work was finished the men reswned their journey. 
2. There are however serious objections to the plan. 
3. The fighting ceased on November 11 1928. 
4. Well what are you waiting for? 
5. The situation is not as a matter of fact as serious as it was at first thought to be. 
6. We had coffee ham and eggs and bread and butter for breakfast. 
7. Although I was present I did not take an active part in the meeting. 
8. She was not courteous to customers therefore she lost her position. 
9. French is difficult for her German is more difficult. 
10. I attended classes but I did not recite. 
11. The shoes do not fit for the last is too nar:row. 
12. There are times she said when I wish I had not come. 
13. Pardtm me but could you tell me where the office is? 
14. Ask Mr Jones the information clerk. 
15. Now that you are here what do you want? 
16. We came late we neglected our studies we failed to write our papers we failed. 
17. Being afraid to speak I kept silent. 
18. Please pull down the shade the light hurts my eyes. 
19. He registered for the following courses English French and Latin. 
20. He was not interested in his work therefore he failed to make satisfactory progress. 
Score : (20 minus wrongs) .... ·-··--····-····-····-····-····-·· 
m (20%) 
Some of the following sentences are good and some are bad. Check those which are good and 
re-write and correct those which are bad. 
1. His conduct was consistent with his theory. 
2. He said that he had been there and was going again. 
3. She was worn out. Chiefly from her hard day at the fair. 
4. Though possible, it is not prdbable. 
5. Arriving at midnight, the inn was closed. 
6. He asked several girls for a dance in a crude manner. 
7. The farm being free from debt when he inherited it. 
8. I began to f ear that I should not complete the work I had planned. 
9. He has bought a new car. Which is what he should have done long ago. 
10. She spoiled her letter , she spilled ink on it. 
Score; (20 minus two times wrongs) ................. -.. 
IV (40%) 
On this and the following page write a theme of about 250 words on one of the following sub-
j ects: 
1. My Favorite Sport. 
2. Gardening. 
3. The Kind of Novel I Like. 
4. My Favorite Study. 
5. My Ambition. 
Scor e: (Percentage of 40) .... ·-····-····-····-····-··········· 
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Last name First name 
High School 
Middle initial 
Year Graduated .... ·-····-····-····-····-····· Home Address .... ·-·······-····-····-····-····-····-···-····-····-····-····-····-·······-··-···-····-····-······-························ 
Na.me of Last English Teacher .......... ·-··········-··--····-············-····-··········-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-····-·-·--··································-·· ···-·· 
In what college of the University do you expect to r egister? ......... ·-····-·--·-····-····-····-····-················-····-·······-················· 
I (20%) 
Cross out all incorrect words in the following sentences : 
1. One of the students (has, have) just left the room. 
2. His disparaging remarks (is, are) not to be tolemted. 
3. A complet e set of utensils, including all necessary articles, (was, were) ordered. 
4. E ve1·yone of the delegat es (was, were) present . 
5. Each of the members of the cast (is, are) perfect in (his, their) parts. 
6. Ever y loyal person (speak, speaks) well of (his, their) friends. 
7. Neither of the studies you suggest (meets, meet) with my approval. 
8. You can be sure that (he, him) and (I, me) will do the work. 
9. You will be safe in trusting· the work to (he, him ) and (I, me). 
10. There is no point to (us, our) going early. 
11. (Who, whom) did you say t hey chose? 
12. Ever yone (has, have) (his, their) opinions on this subject . 
13. (We, us) boys are going to buy one of (them, those) new cameras. 
14. His careful study of these matters (make, makes) him an authorit y on them. 
Score : (20 minus wrongs) .... ·-····-····-····-··········-····-·· 
II (20%) 
Punctuate each of the following sentences: 
1. When the work was finished the men 1·esumed their journey. 
2. There are however serious objections to the plan. 
3. The fighting ceased on November 11 1928. 
4. Well what are you waiting for? 
5. The situation is not as a matter of fact as serious as it was at first thought to be. 
6. We had coffee ham and eggs and bread and butter for breakfast. 
7. Although I was present I did not take an active part in the meeting. 
8. She was not courteous to customers therefore she lost her position. 
9. French is difficult for her German is more difficult. 
10. I attended classes but I did not recite. 
11. The shoes do not fit for the last is too narrow. 
12. There axe times she said when I wish I had not come. 
13. Pardon me but could you tell me where the office is? 
14. Ask Mr Jones the information clerk. 
15. Now that you are here what do you want? 
16. We came late we neglected our studies we failed to write our papers we failed. 
17. Being afraid to speak I kept silent. 
18. Please pull down the shade the light hurts my eyes. 
19. He r egister ed for the following courses English French and Latin. 
20. He was not interested in his work therefore he failed to make satisfactory progress. 
Score: (20 minus wrongs) .... ·-····-····--··-····-····-····-·· 
III (20%) 
Some of the following sentences are good and some are bad. Check those which are good and 
re-write and correct those which are bad. 
1. His conduct was consistent with his theory. 
2. He said that he had been there and was going again. 
3. She was worn out. Chiefly from her hard day at the fair. 
4. Though possible, it is not probable. 
5. Arriving at midnight, the inn was closed. 
6. He asked several girls for a dance in a crude manner. 
7. The farm being free from debt when he inherited it. 
8. I began to fear that I should not complete the work I had planned. 
9. He has bought a new car. Which is what he should have done long ago. 
10. She spoiled her letter, she spilled ink on it. 
Score; (20 minus two times wrongs).·-··-····-····-·· 
IV (40%) 
On this and the following page write a theme of about 250 words on one of t he following- sub-
jects: 
l. My Favorite Sport. 
2. Gardening. 
3. The Kind of Novel I Like. 
4. My Favorite Study. 
5. My Ambition. 
Score: (Percentage of 40) -----------···-····-····--·------·-
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EXAMINATION: FORM A 
1. Name ........................................................ . 
First name Last name 
2. Boy or girl ............ Grade ............ High or Low ............ . 
3. Age last birthday ........ Date of birthday ...... · .................. . 
Month Day Year 
4. Name of city (or county) ........................................ . 
5. Name of school ........... • ............... _- ...................... . 
6. Name of teacher ................... : ............................ . 
7. Date of this examination ................................ '.19 .. .. .. 
Month Day · Year 
Do not tum the page until you are told to. 
TEST SCORE REMARKS OR FURTHER DATA 
I. Information 
2. Best Answer 
3. Word Meaning 
4· Logical Selection 
5. Arithmetic 
6. Sentence Meaning 
7. Analogies 
8. Mixed Sentences 
9. Classification 
IO. Number Series I 
Total 
Copyright, 1920, by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. TGT!olA-26 
FORM A 
TEST 1. INFORMATION 
Draw a line under the ONE word that makes 
the sentence true, as shown in the sample. 
SAMPLE. Our first President was 
Adams Jefferson Lincoln Washington 
1 Coffee is a kind of 
bark berry leaf root ....................... . 
2 Sirloin is a cut of 
beef mutton pork veal ..................... . 
3 Gasoline comes from 
grains petroleum turpentine seeds ........... . 
+ Most exports go from 
Boston San Francisco New Orleans New York. 
5 The number of pounds in a ton is 
1000 2000 3000 4000 .. ..................... . 
6 Napoleon was defeated at 
Leipzig Paris . Verdun Waterloo ............. . 
7 Emeralds are usually 
blue green red yellow ..................... . 
8 The optic nerve is for 
seeing hearing tasting feeling ............... . 
9 Larceny is a term used in 
medicine theology law pedagogy ............ . 
10 Sponges come from 
animals farms forests mines ................ . 
11 Confucius founded the religion of the 
Persians Italians Chinese Indians ........... . 
12 The larynx is in the 
abdomen head throat shoulder .............. . 
13 The piccolo is used in 
farming music photography typewriting . . ..... 
14 The kilowatt measures 
rainfall wind-power electricity water-power .... 
I 5 The guillotine causes 
death disease fever sickness ............... . 
16 A character in " David Copperfield " is 
Sindbad Uriah Heep Rebecca Hamlet ....... . 
I 7 A windlass is used for 
boring.cutting lifting squeezing ............. . 
18 A great law-giver of the Hebrews was 
Abraham David Moses Saul ................ . 
19 A six-sided figure is called a 
scholium parallelogram hexagon trapezium .... 
20 A meter is nearest in length to the 

























TEST 2. BEST ANSWER 
.Read each question or statement and make a cross 
before the BEST answer, as shown in the sample. 
l Why do we buy clocks? Because SAMPLE I We like to hear them strike. 2 They have hands. 
l X 3 They tell us the time. 
1 Spokes of a wheel are often made of hickory because 
I Hickory is tough. 
2 It cuts easily. 
3 It takes paint nicely. 
2 The saying, "A watched pot never boils," means 
I We should never watch a pot on the fire. 
2 Boiling takes a long time. 
3 Time passes slowly when we are waiting for something. 
3 A train is harder to stop than an automobile because 
I It has more wheels. 
2 It is heavier. 
3 Its brakes are not so good. 
4 The saying, " Make hay while the sun shines," means 
I Hay is made in summer. 
2 We should make the most of our opportunities. 
3 Hay should not be cut at night. 
5 If the earth were nearer the sun 
I The stars would disappear. 
2 Our months would be longer. 
3 The earth would be warmer. 
6 The saying, " If wishes were horses, beggars would ride," means 
1 Wishing doesn't get us very far. 
2 . Beggars often wish for horses to ride. 
3 Beggars are always asking for something. 
7 The saying, "Little strokes fell great oaks," means 
I Oak trees are weak. 
2 Little strokes are best. 
3 Continued effort brings results. 
8 A steel battleship floats because 
I The engines hold it up. 
2 It has much air space inside. 
3 It contains some wood. 
9 The feathers on a bird's wings help him to fly because 
1 They make a wide, light surface. 
2 They keep the air off his body. 
3 They decrease the bird's weight .. 
IO The saying, " A carpenter should stick to his bench," means 
1 Carpenters should not work without benches. 
2 Carpenters should not be idle. 
3 One should work at the thing he can do best. 
11 The saying, " One swallow does not make a summer," means 
I Swallows come back for the summer. 
2 A single sign is not sufficient proof. 
3 Many birds add to the pleasures of summer. 
FORM A 
Right ........ X z=Score ....... . 
FORM A 
TEST 3. WORD MEANING 
When two words mean the SAME, draw a line under "SAME." 
When they mean the OPPOSITE, draw a line under "OPPOSITE." 
SAMPLES { fall - drop · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
north - sou th ............. . 
~-opposite 
same - opposite 
I expel - retain . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . same - opposite I 
























waste - conserve ................ . 
monotony- variety .............. . 
quell - subdue .................. . 
. . 
maJor - rumor .................. . 
boldness - audacity ............. . 
exult - rejoice ................... . 
prohibit - allow ................. . 
debase - degrade ................ . 
recline - stand .................. . 
approve - veto .................. . 
amateur - expert ................ . 
evade - shun .................... . 
tart- acid ..................... . 
concede - deny ................. . 
tonic - stimulant ................ . 
incite - quell ................... . 
economy - frugality .............. . 
rash - prudent .................. . 
obtuse - acute .................. . 
transient - permanent ............ . 
expel - eject .................... . 
hoax - deception ................ . 
docile - submissive .............. . 
26 wax - wane .................... . 
27- incite - instigate ................ . 
28 reverence - venerat10n ........... . 
29 asset - liability ................. . 
~o appease - placate ............... . 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
same - opposite 
























same - opposite 26 
same - opposite 27 
same - opposite 28 
same - opposite 29 
_same - opposite 30 
Right . ....... Wrong . ....... Score . ...... . 
FORM A 
TEST 4. LOGICAL SELECTION 
In each sentence draw a line under the TWO words that tell what the 
thing ALWAYS has. Underline TWO, and ONLY TWO, in each line. 
SAMPLE, A man always has 
body cap gloves mouth money 
1 A horse always has 
harness hoofs shoes stable tail....................... 1 
2 A circle always has 
altitude circumference latitude longitude radius . . . . . . . . 2 
3 A bird always has 
bones eggs beak nest song........................... 3 
4 Music always has 
listener piano rhythm sound violin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
5 An object always has 
smell size taste value weight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6 Conversation alwavs has 
agreement persons questions wit speech . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
7 A banquet always has 
food music persons speeches toastmaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 A pistol always has 
barrel bullet cartridge sights trigger. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9 A ship always has 
engine guns keel rudder sails . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
IO A debt always involves 
creditor debtor interest mortgage payment . . . . . . . . . . . . IO 
11 A game always has 
cards contestants forfeits penalties rules . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 
12 A magazine always has 
advertisements paper pictures print stories . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
13 A museum always has 
animals arrangement collections minerals visitors . . . . . . . 1 3 
14 A forest always has . 
animals flowers shade underbrush trees . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
15 A citizen always has 
country occupation privileges property vote. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 5 
16 Controversy always involves 
claims disagreement dislike enmity hatred. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
17 War always has 
airplanes cannons combat rifles soldiers ........... , . . . . 17 
18 Obstacles always bring 
difficulty discouragement failure hindrance stimulation . . 1 8 
19 Abhorrence always involves 
aversion dislike fear rage timidity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 
20 Compromise always involves 
adjustment agreement friendship respect satisfaction . . . 20 
Right .. ..... . 
TEST 6. ARITHMETIC 
Find the answers as quickly as you can. 
Write the answers on the dotted lines. 
Use the bottom of the page to figure on. 
I How many hours will it take a person to go 66 miles at the 
FORM A 
rate of 6 miles an hour? Answer .. ..... . 
2 At the rate of 2 for 5 cents, how many pencils can you buy 
for 50 cents? Answer . ...... . 
3 If a man earns $20 a week and spends $14, how long will it 
take him to save $300? Answer . ...... . 
4 2 X 3 X 4 X 6 is how many times as much as 3 X 4? Answer .. ..... . 
5 If two pies cost 66 cents, what does a sixth of a pie cost ? 
Answer ....... . 
6 What is 16¾ per cent of $120? Answer ....... . 
7 4 per cent of $1000 is the s:ime as 8 per cent of what 
amount? Answer ....... . 
8 A has $180, B has ¾ as much as A, and Chas ½ as much 
as B. How much have all together? Answer .. ..... . 
9 The capacity of a rectangular bin is 48 cubic feet. If the 
bin is 6 feet long and 4 feet wide, how deep is it? Answer .. ..... . 
IO If it takes 7 men 2 days to dig a 140-foot ditch, how many 
men are needed to dig it in half a day?. Answer .. ..... . 
11 A man spends ¼ of his salary for board and room, and ¾ 
for all other expenses. What per cent of his salary does 
he save? Answ.:r .. ..... . 
12 If a man runs 100 yards in IO seconds, how many feet 
does he run in¼ of a second? Answer .. ..... . 
RiRht ........ X 2 = Score ... . 
FORM A 
TEST 6. SENTENCE MEANING 
Draw a line under the right answer, as shown in the samples. 
SAMPLES . { 
Is coal obtained from mines ? ............... . 
Are all men six feet tall ? ................... . 
Yes No 
Yes No 
I Does a conscientious person ever make mistakes? . . . . Yes No 1 
2 Is an alloy a kind of musical instrument ? . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 2 
3 Is scurvy a kind of medicine? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 3 
4 Are mysterious things often uncanny ? ............. . 





6 Are a.nonymous letters ever properly signed? . . . . . . . . Yes No 6 
7 Is the mimeograph sometimes used by stenographers?. Yes No 7 
8 Is a curriculum intended for horses ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 8 
9 Are proteids essential to health ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 9 
10 Does" perfunctory" mean the same·as "careful"?.. Yes No 10 
II Are premeditated deeds always wicked ? . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 11 
12 Do alleged facts often require verification? . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 12 
13 Are sheep carnivorous? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 13 
14 Are aristocrats subservient to their inferiors? . . . . ... 
15 Are venerable people usually respected ? 
16 Is clematis sometimes cultivated ? ................. . 
17 Are ultimate results the last to appear? ............ . 









19 Are all people religious who have hallucinations?. . . . . Yes No 19 
20 Are intermittent sounds discontinuous ? . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 20 
21 Are sable colors preferred for nations' flags?......... Yes No 21 
22 Does social contact tend to reduce eccentricities? . . . . Yes No 22 
23 Are tentative decisions usually final? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yes No 23 
24 Is rancor usually characterized by persistence ? . . . . . . Yes No 24 
Right . ....... Wrong . ....... Score . ...... . 
FORM A 
TEST 7. ANALOGIES 
l 
Ear is to hear as eye is to 
S table see hand play AMPLES Hat is to head as shoe ISto 
arm coat foot leg 
Do them all like samples. 
1 Coat is to wear as bread is to 
eat starve water cook. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
2 Week is to month as month is to 
year hour minute century . . . . . . . . . 2 
3 Monday is to Tuesday as Friday is to 
week Thursday day Saturday . . . . . . 3 
4 Tell is to told as speak is to 
sing spoke speaking sang . . . . . . . . . 4 
5 Lion is to animal as rose is to 
smell leaf plant thorn. . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
6 Cat is to tiger as dog is to 
wolf bark bite snap. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
7 Success is to joy as failure is to 
sadness luck fail work . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 
8 Liberty is to freedom as bondage is to 
negro slavery free suffer . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9 Cry is to laugh as sadness is to 
death joy coffin doctor . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
10 Tiger is to hair as trout is to 
water fish scales swims. . . . . . . . . . . 10 
1 I I is to 3 as 9 is to 
18 27 36 45 . ...... · · ... · ....... , , II 
12 Lead is to heavy as cork is to 
bottle weight light float . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
13 Poison is to death as food is to 
eat bird life bad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
14 4 is to 16 as 5 is to 
7 45 35 25....................... 14 
1 5 Food is to hunger as water is to 
drink clear thirst pure . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
.16 b is to d as second is to 
tliird later fourth last. . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 
17 City is to mayor as army is to 
navy soldier general private . . . . . . . 17 
18 Here is to there as this is to 
these those that then . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 
19 Subject is to predicate as noun is to 
pronoun adverb verb adjective..... 19 
20 Corrupt is to depraved as sacred is to 
Bible hallowed prayer Sunday . . . . . 20 
Right ....... . 
FORM A 
TEST 8. MIXED SENTENCES 
The words in each sentence below are mixed up. If what 
a sentence means is TRUE, draw a line under" TRUE." If 
what it means is FALSE, draw a line under " FALSE." 
S 
r hear are with fo ears ..................... . 
AMPLES { 
l eat gunpowder to good is ......... _ ........ . 
1 true bought cannot friendship be ................ . 
2 good sea drink to is water ...................... . 
3 of is the peace war opposite ..................... . 
4 get grow they as children taller older ......... ; ... . 
5 horses automobile an are than slower ............. . 
6 never deeds rewarded be should good ..... -....... . 
7 four hundred all pages contain books ............. . 
8 to advice sometimes is good follow hard .......... . 
9 envy bad greed traits are and ................... . 
IO grow an than strawberries oak tree higher ........ . 
1 I external deceive never appearances us ............ . 
12 never is man what show a deeds ................. . 
13 hatred bad unfriendliness traits are and .......... . 
14 often judge can we actions man his by a .......... . 
1 5 in are always American cities born presidents 
16 certain always death of cause kinds sickness ...... . 
true false 
true false 
true false 1 
true false 2 
true false 3 
true false 4 
true false 5 
true false 6 
true false 7 
true false 8 
true false 9 
true false IO 
true false I 1 
true false 12 
true false 13 
true false 14 
true false 15 
true false 16 
17 are sheet blankets as as a never warm............. true false 17 
18 never who heedless those stumble are . . . . . . . . . . . . . true false 18 
Right . ....... Wrong . ....... Score . ...... . 
SAMPLES {: 
TEST 9. CLASSIFICATION 
bullet cannon gun sword peicil 
Canada ChiKago China India France 
' In each line cross out the word that does not belong there. 
Cross out JUST ONE WORD in each line. 
I Frank ·James John Sarah William .................. . 
2 Baptist Catholic Methodist Presbyterian Republican .. 
3 automobile bicycle buggy telegraph train ........... . 
4 Collie Holstein Shepherd Spitz Terrier .............. . 
5 hop run skip . stand walk .......................... . 
6 death grief picnic poverty sadness ................. . 










8 hard rough smooth soft sweet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
9 mechanic doctor lawyer preacher teacher . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 
IO Christ Confucius Mohammed Moses Cesar . . . . . . . . . . 10 
11 butterfly hawk ostrich robin swallow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
12 cloth cotton flax hemp wool.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
I 3 digestion hearing sight smell touch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
14 down hither recent up yonder . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 
15 anger hatred joy pity reasoning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
16 Australia Cuba Iceland Ireland Spain .......... _. . . . . 16 
17 Dewey Farragut Grant Paul Jones Schley . . . . . . . . . . . 17 
18 give lend lose keep waste . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 8 
Right ....... . 
), 
FORM A 
TEST 10. NUMBER SERIES 
SAMPLES l 5 IO 15 20 25 .S~. .S$~ 
20 18 16 14 12 IO 8 
In each row try to find out how the numbers are made up, 
then on the two dotted lines· write the TWO numbers that 
should come next. 
1st Row 8 7 6 5 4 3 
if 
I 
2d Row 8 18 28 
1: 
3 13 23 
3d Row IIf 12 12t 12½ 12¾ 
· 4th Row 8 8 6 6 4 4 
~ 
5th Row I 2 4 8 16 32 
6th Row 4 3 5 4 6 5 7 
7th Row 16 8 4 2 I .l. 2 
8th Row 8 9 12 13 16 17 
9th Row 7 II 15 16 20 24 25 29 
10th Row 31.3 4o.3 49.3 58.3 67.3 76.3 
l 11th Row . .Jo 
.l. I 5 5 
12th Row 6 18 3 4 9 13 
· Right ........ X 2 = Score ....... . 
